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GEOMETRY

Improv ’d, &c.
T ABLE of
of CIRCLES.

'the Construction and Use of the

SEGMENTS

H E Solution of many useful and difficult Cases and Problems especially in
Solid Geometry , necessarily depending upon the previous Knowledge of the
Area’s of the Segments of a Circle
it has been not a little surprizing , that
no better or more accurate Tables of those Segments were extant , than such
as consist only of five, or at most, of six Decimal Figures , which ,
though they may
ierve tolerably for common Mechanical Uses, yet are by no means to be accounted
suffi¬
cient for the satisfaction of the Mathematically ingenious •, lo that by reason of the
De¬
ficiency of the Tables , I have many times found my self under a necessity of calculating de nova such Area’s of Segments as my occasions requir ’d, ere I could sufficiently
illustrate , or satisfactorily determine the Truth of the Solution of those Problems I had
undertaken 5 finding such an Examination very necessary for the preventing or
correcting

the Mistakes such tedious Algebraic Operations are exceedingly obnoxious to : It
has
seem d very strange, that none of those ingenious Persons, whose Leisure and
capacities
rsufficiemly qualified them for Calculations of this nature , (as has been evident in
their successful Performances in matters
not very much different) should not have thought
of, or at least, not judg ’d, such a Work as this , worth the Undertaking and
Prosecution ;
though it must be acknowledged, these Tables not being of such universal Usefulness as
those of the Sines, & c\ and the Operation in composing them so extremely laborious
and
tedious may in some measure account for this almost general Neglect . Nevertheless,
the Failure of others , and the Difficulty of the Work , were so far from
discouraging,
that , together with other Considerations , they animated me to so operose an
UndertaKing, presuming I might have some Methods and Conveniences for the Prosecution
and
Compleating of such a Work , wherewith few others ( perhaps ) might be so well
accommodated .
'
It’s obvious upon the first Inspection, this TaHle of Area’s of Segments is not
calculated
by the common Methods , viz. from the Tables of Natural Sines, the largest and
exactest
whereof that are extant , fall fficrt of these, two or three Figures ; besides, the Operation thereby is far more tedious and less certain , not being capable of such a [Proof,
as the Method here propos ’d, and by which it was prosecuted affords : Which
was by
two different Series, the One accommodated to the composing the Segments in the
Be¬
ginning or End of the Table, the Other to those in the Middle.
iT/ ^ rv ^ormer? supposing C the Versed Sine, which is always given suited to a
Circle
tvhose Diameter is an Unite , or 1,000000 Sic. Then
the Series adapted to Use will run
thus , 2CVC x 4^
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to the Area of the Segment of which C is the Versed Sine.
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To render the Operation more easy and expeditious , reduce these
Fractions or Coefficlcients of every Term of the Series into Decimals , and make a Table of
each multi¬
plied to ioo these, as far as necessary, are specified in the Example
below.
Suppose the Versed Sine given be , 23, to which the Area of the Segment is
requir’d,
C = ,23 ; O = ,0529 •, C 3=
,
012167
-, O = ,00279841 * O — , 0006436343 •, C 6 =
— ,000148035889 ; C ? = 00003404825447 ; C 8 =
,000007831098528 * ; O —
= , 000001801152661463 ; C 100000004X426511213649
—,
; C11= , 00000009528*0975791 39 ; CIZ—
,OOOO0OO2I9T462443 202y C’300000000504036361936
= ,
-, 04 =
— , 0000000011 5928363245 ; C ‘5000000000266335235464
.= ,
; O * = , 000000000-062326IO416 ; C ’700000000001410500396
= ,
; C l8 OOOOOOOOOO03244I509
=
;
C' 90000000000007461547
— ,
OOOOO3947158
; C”

; C J° — , 0000000000001716X558
— , 00000000000000907846
; C 1? =

C 24 — , 0000000000000004802 5.

; C 2100000000= ,
, 00000000000000208805

aC/C — .46 ^>23
'
C1—
TTV
- —_
—._ __
—■I 8892857I42857I43 ]✓,23: :- >4795 bz 15 233
127195416
T*r O = 1689861 mi ii III
I68986XIIIXHHI,
C 4 X,O07IO2272727272727 — ' - 1987507X0227273
C ! X,0042067307692307692 - - - 27075962139423

C* x, 002734375 - -

4047856339844

Ox,001 .8956801470588235 = 645446000408
C 8 x,001378109580 592105 = 107921119081
Ox,00103905087425595
—18714892476
C ' ° x,00080639383067255 — 33406083071
C u x,00064071655273 = - - . 61.0480984.
C ” x,0005190990589 = -— -- 113758609:
C *3 x , 0004275 338403 — 21549260

C ‘4X,000357099118 — -

d- 5X,00030191x072 =5- C ,5 x,00025797222 = d' 7X,00022249592 = C l8x ,0001934954 = € ' *x,000169525 — C 20x , 0001495178 — -

— 4139792
-

-

— — 805001
158204!
31383
— —>— 6277I
1265
257

0 2x,0001331999 —5^- 4-C" X,000118361
= io1=
63

000106126 — a1' +
,000095593
—05 ;
The Sum of the Series 0480813368956226164
deducted out of ■
— -- 6666666666666666667
leaves the Remainder - 6185853297710440503 , which multiplied by 3^,23: pro¬
duces , 29666310243747671498 , and this drawn into 2C — ,46, becomes =5
, 1364650-2712123928889 , the Area of the Segment of such a Circle whose Diameter is 2, and
whose Area is = ,7853981633974483096 , by which it being divided, or
rather , for ex¬
pedition , multiplied by its reciprocal 1,273 23 95447 ?.5 ^6268615 , forendred
,1737526• 690041183408 being the Area of the Segment of a Circle whereof the
whole Area is 1,
and Vet fed Sine , 23;
Though the composing this Series be laborious and tedious enough in this
part of
the Table , and thej nearer it approaches to the Middle , the Operation
by this Method
will still require the more Labour and Time ; yet it admits of a very
valuable Conveni¬
ence, which that by the Sines is not capable of. For this Series being thus
compleated,
serves

;
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serves without any more Labour in that part, except the Transcribing and Addition, for
the obtaining two more Segments ( at least) nearer the Beginning of the Table, where the
Calculation is unavoidably necessary, which may be dispatched with so much Facility and
Expedition, as doth abundantly compensate the trouble in the firstraifing the Series. This
encourag’d the proceeding in this Method as far as to 3000 , since hereby all the Seg¬
ments necessary to be calculated from the Beginning down to ,0300 were obtain’d at a
much easier expence of Labour and Time, and to greater Exactness, than could have

been expected by other Methods.
Versed Sine023
,
= C
The Series.
-j- C -+ y 7 C 30046
—l 6898 (5rIIIIIII
^ . O 1889285714285714
—C4 X ,00710227271727=
198750710227
Gs x ,004206730769 = ———2707596214
C tf x ,002734375 - 40478563
C7 x ,00189568 = — -> -.
..645446
C 8 x,00137811 = ——
10792
O x ,001039 — . . ■■
■■1 ■■- ■ — - 187
C l0x ,000806
i
The Sum of the Series 00461906385824838257
deducted out of 4 —
66666666666666666667
there remains
66204760280841828410
which being multiplied by 2CVC—046/,0230
,
= , 00697624540852742651 will pro¬
duce ,00461860 ^5493188174 , which is the Segment when the whole Area is ,785398, &c.
and being multiplied by 1,273239544735162686 becomes 11,00588059250016553179,
the Segment when the whole Area is 1, and the Versed Sine ,023.
Versed Sine0023
= ,
= C.
The Series.
t C + -rrC* = -,00046 18892857142857
^- Cj =
16896111111
O x ,00721022727 = — —-19875071
O x,00420673 = -— 27076
C tf x,002734 - 41 -——
The Sum of the Series «*
—00046018909775656156
Subtracted from 4
-66666666666666666667
leaves
- 66620647756891010511
which multiplied by zG/C = ,0046 ^ ,00z3 — , 0002206082500723850989 produces theSegment , 00014697064520364934 , when the whole Area is ,785398 , LLc
. and being
drawn into 1,273239 , &c. is reduced to 00018712883738816549 , which is the Segment
when the whole Area is I.
Since the former Series cannot ( as has been intimated) without insupportable Labour
be applied to the raising Segments further than 3000 , make use of another peculiarly
adapted to the composing all from thence, orsomewhat nearer the Beginning, to the
Middle, or ,5000 , which is capable of all the Conveniences of the former, and in
some respects much more commodious and expeditious.
The Method is this ;
Double the Versed Sine given, the Square of the Complement of rhr:' to i , call« ,
then will the Segment be = half the Area of the Circle — TVx x 1— sx —
x* —
4 2y
[Tr **'■
-* 4 .
X
—
"
'
.*
7
.
TTTT
TT7T7 r x T
+TTT4 1(9
.M ) (
41 ??
52o6J
i ? j ? )
X1
X1
x
l
$
—
8tc
.
Here , as in
•T
^
TT
ir
Y
' " * 1- >i «
iT > TlTrr
. "
TT
5 — -me iormer, I redue’d all the Coefficients except the three first into Decimals, and com¬
posed
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pos’d Tables thereof to ioo for the readier multiplication . : Since for the greater cer¬
tainty all betwixt 2000 and 9000 were wrought by both Series. To illustrate the Opera¬
tion the better, and render the Proof clear and evident , I shall instance in the same Seg¬
ment , whose Versed Sine is ,23 , which doubled is ,46 , the Complement of that to 1, is
,54 —
it ' s Square ,2916 = x ; x 1 —08503056
,
— , 0072301961339136
; *5 ,0021083251926492
=
*7 — , 00017927207179307
j X8 =,000052275736134865
X >° =
, 000004445035118
X r 300000011021425
= ,

x l ° ~ 00000000273275
,
= , 000000000067758
X21 00000000000x68015
=

5
5

x " = OOOOOI29617224
x '4 000000032138476
= ,

; x 17000000000796875
= ,
5 x JO0000000000197585
= ,
x '3 OOOOOOOOOOOO4899I
=

X25 OOOOOOOOCOOOO4I657.
=

;
;

#3 0247949112965
— ,
*4 =
X60006147876261765081
= ,
X- = , 00001 52436046569
;
5 X” = OOOOOO377963825
; X ' S 0000000093715795
=

;
;

x l8. = , 000000000232375
X' - =
X" = , 00000000000576155
;
= OOOOOOOOOOOOI4286 5

The SERIES.
,048 6
x ,0001176050 = 93716
— 2125764
x ,s X ,0001019773
= 23696
112 ) X* = —
221383136571429
X,5, *x ,0000891097
=
6038
X4 X ,0043402777777778 = - - 3I38L059609
x JO x ,0000784057
1549
* 5x ,00248579545454545 = - - 5240865180594
x 11 X,000069419
400
x 6 x , 0015775240384615
969842258842
x 11 X,000061811
104
x ? x , 00107421875
= <—
192577420871
X" X ,000055321
27
-40258593035
X 8 X ,00077012005974
=
x' 4 X ,000049747
7
X- X , 00057421232525
8753065675 X*l X ,000044928
=
3
— —- I9629I249I
X 10 X , 00044159662156
=
1*5540
45X347288
x 11 x ,0003482155178
=
-IO594836O
x 11 x , 0002803134918
=
25305358
X’ l x ,0002296015068
S=
—6134056
XJ4 X , 0001908633216
=
X' l X ,000160694603
I505962
= xl<s x ,00013680345 = <— -373850
X1? to x j 5- - I2554Q
Sum of the Series
•050984983046352351
The Sum of the Scries
,050984983046352351
Substracted out of There remains
,949015016953647649
Which multiply ’d by ^Vx 27
= ,
is ,2562340545774848655
This taken from £ the Area of the Circle
=5 3926990816987241548
,
whole Diameter is 2
There will remain , 1364650271212392893 , which is the Area of the Segment of that
Circle , agreeing with that deduc’d from the,former Series in the 18th Figure , and being
multiply ’d by 1,2732395 Lee. is redue’d to ,1737526690041183413 being the Area of
the Segment of that Circle whole whole Area is 1, and Versed Sine , 23, the lame with
the former to 18 Fig . or more readily , the Product of 4-Vx — ,256*34 8tc. drawn into
1 *73239 Lcc. is redue’d to ,3262473309958816587 , which deducted out of 4. the Area
the Circle = ,5 , leaves the Remainder ,1737526690041183413 as before.
By this Series also other Segments nearer the Middle may be obtam’d, viz. 473 and
4973 , after this manner, ,473 x 2 = : 946 , whose Complement to 1 is —• ,054 — Yx.
. 1 xi =

L

The

5
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The S E R 1 E S.
xX

,000486

T^*1 ’

"
I I * 3- — X4 X , 0043402777

* * X,00248579547
X6 X ,001577

LI 25764

-

22138313657
31381060
-52400

, & C. =5

- —

-—

-

— 97
Sum of the Series•,000486x1279809747223
deducted from 1,
there remains
• »999 ? I3787 *OI902S2777
which multiplied by ^Vx027
= ,
- , 02698687225445136825
isAnd this by 1,2732 , 8rc. is reduc’d to
,034360752943083653578
which substracted from , 5 leaves
The Segment answering the Verse Sine, 473 ,465639247056916346422
, the whole Aiea being r.

4973 x 2 = 9946 , whose Compliment to 1 is,
, 0054 = Vx.

The S E R I E S.
4* + -r .* 1 -

ITT * 3 — -

- — - -

— — — ,00000486002125764
--

2214

Sum of the Series - ■— . . ,0000048600212578614
substracted out of 1,
there remains, ——— ——, 9999951399787421386
This multiplied by \Vx —0027
,
is
, 0026999868779426037742
And this by 1,2732 , &c. is made
, 003437730063262 ^ 5541349
which deducted from ,5 leaves ,49656226
^ 936737^ 4458651
The Segment answering the Versed Sine , 4973
, when the whole Area of
the Circle is 1.
By these Methods were calculated all
to 0400 , from that every twenty -fifth tothe Segments to ,ojco , from thence every fifth
1600 ; from thence every fortieth to 5000 , 7ws,
all from 0001 to 3000 by the former
Series, and all from 2000 ro 5000 by the
latter:
The intermediate were interpol ’d by the
Method of Quinquesection propos ’d and exem¬
plified in Brigg’s Arithmetical Logarithmica ; only
observing, that in correcting the Diffe¬
rences, the proper parts of the third and fifth
correct
Differences must he added to the
first mean Difference, but the subordinate
correct Differences must he substracted from all
the rest. Here I found my self under a necessity
of
Bifeiti&n or Helving, nor meeting with any thing contriving and using a new Method of
relating thereto in any Author I had pervs'd ; though this might have been managed
in the fa me manner as the
Quinquesection,
viz. by dividing and correcting all the
Differences successively
; yet judging that too te¬
dious a Method * I attempted to make the first
Differences directly and immediately out
of the succeeding, without any previous
Correction , concluding that to be more expe¬
ditious . Herein 1 used none but the even
Differences, viz. 2 d, 4th, 6th, S’V &e. taking the
C
half

6
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half Sum of the two next on either
side, which I call the Mean . Then
to compose the
left first Difference, which in this
Fart ot the Table is always the
former , the Rule is
To half the first given Difference
add the Products of the fourth mean
Difference multi¬
plied by Trr or ,02 *4375 , and of
the eight mean x -psVrn or
and of the J2' 1’ Mean x
,ooio68r
15:23437 ? ;
“ ' 200255074 .617724609 *75 :
From that Sum tubstrict4 - of the second Mem Difference,
and the Products of the sixth mean
x
,0048823127 , and of the tenth mttn
or
~ 000240327927734377
,
greater first Difference, which here is x
.
For
the
the latter ; to half the first given
4 of the second mean
Difference add
Difference,and
the
Products of the sixth meanx T_?rT
and of the tenth mean x rrPfr * =
=,0048828127,
,
; from this Sum Abstract
the Products of the fourth mean x 000240325927734375
T’-T0234375
— ,
,
and
of
the eight mean x T-lfVT
= , 001068115234377 , and of the
twelfth
mean
x
tt
44t
-st
&c- For
be required to bisect the Space
betwixt , 0020 and , 002 r, or from theExample ; If it
make the Segment answering the
Differences to
Versed Sine , 00205 ; The first
Difference given is
,00001171756377441 ; the 2 next second Differences
on either side are -£ 3^ 07^ 1704 } ,
4 their Sum - 28045093430 - is
the second mean Difference, 4
hereof is 3505636678 ®' *.
The two fourth Differences on either
side are -j ^ ^ 8796 } tke
^
utn
the fourth mean Difference, T~jT
ofkis = 1184646 ^ -7 ; The two sixth 50544925 is
Differences on
either side are -j
} their half Sum 1068926 is the
sixth mean, T^ TT of it is
52195^ * *, The two eighth Differences
j *half their Sum 64984 - is the
eighth
mean , Tt Wt hereof is 69*' °- ; The
two tenth Differences ^
j - the 4 Sum 7887 is
the tenth mean, rrrfrr
of k is * 8pJ4S; The tw0 twelfth
differences |
j . half the
Sum 1831 the twelfth mean x — SJLj
.- s is o ,oo8 +.
4 the first Diff .
4 of the second mean ==
,000005758781887205
®*
4 th mean x , 0234375 —
6 th mean x , 0048828125 3505636678
=
521937
8 th mean x,001068115 = 1184646 ®® io th
mean x,0002403259 ==_
694,
i ®»
x2 th mean x , 000 055075
=_
04°
,00000003505
641900 ^7
575879373436 ®^
Subtr . 2d 6+
4 -10 — 3505641900 °?
the first lessDiff . = 57237373 ^ 53
6/*
Segm. ,0020 ,00015175153776039
,00205 — ,0 00x5747527507575,®
4 the first Diff . given =
add the Sum of the 2dj - - 6th io
■+

, 00000575878188720th=
,
00000003
50564 t9oo °7
57938383062057
Subtract the Sum of the 4t'1■
8+ thf- - 12 th _—
1184716 ' The greater first Difference =
, 000005793826459043®
Subtract this greater firstDiff. out of
There will remain the Segment theSegment , 0021 = ,00016 326910153480
for,00205 =
, 00015747527507575®
which is undoubtedly true in the 17 th
Place.
In
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In the very same Order must the Results of the Differences be applied
to the Loga¬
rithms , Tangents , Secants, Powers , &c. only the greater Difference in the
Logarithms
is the former , the less the latter . But in the Sines , Versed Sines ,
(Jfc. whose Differences
increase and decrease alternately , the Products of all the Differences must be
added to
half the first in composing the greater ; but all must be subtracted from it
to make the
less first Difference sought.
If it be requir’d that this Method for Bisection should be farther
continued , by the
following Rule it may be extended in ivfinitum. Let A represent the Fraction
by which
the second mean Difference is to he multiplied ; B that for the fourth
mean Diff C that
for the sixth ; D that for the eighth ; E that for the tenth , f3c . then 4- x 4
= A, A x
----- B, 46x4
= C, 4CX4 D== , fDx
TL --- E, 4EXJ4 F= , 4 F x
= G , ;- G
x 44 = H, 4HX si- = J, 4 Ixa -4 = K, (5 c. Hence
Hence may
may
be
ea...,
be
wuwuvu
. . — .r,
easily
collected
A
_ ~
B = t~TT
__ _
4tt , C =
~ — € ~6\21_44I F = Tf , i i r
_ 4*
“; E —
z TTTT ) E
*“*
1 9 T+ ”°"4 » VJ
— z j XT hi
H =: ) o — tvtTHf O? ^ “ TtWt
T*

_

_

<41?
=
11>%t_
u, — _
__
. .1. . . . I1 TifTTST
= T74f44 ^rr
J 1 ft*- » K = T7T™ 44 -JTT,

2 1 + 7 + T 3 TTV^

&C-

This

last being the

Coefficient for the Twentieth
ntieth mean Difference
Difference.. The
The Operation,
Operation, I presume, will rarely, if
ever proceed so far, having observ’d
. .
. that
.
ordinarily
if" the twelfth Difference exceed
5 Figures, the remoter Differences will encrease ; consequently the
Subdivision cannot be
perform ’d truly by any other Method save by Calculation.
The Table by these Methods being subdivided into Parts so numerous as
rend red it, in
my Opinion , sufficiently bulky , I extended it only to one Semicircle of ,
50005 the latter
Part being no other than the Complements of these to 1,0000 , Qfc.
and lo easily,
even almost by Inspection , obtain ’d from these, that I thought it needless
and superfluous
to transcribe them.

The various Uses of the Table come next in order to be insisted on, which
being the
principal Thing in View in the whole Work , to expatiate more largely
thereupon may
justly be accounted reasonable . That which first offers , and is a necessary
Introduction
to the rest, is the making out by a true Proportion the Segment or
Tabular Number ex¬
actly suited and answering to any Versed Sine or Marginal Number
proposed ; and h
contra the Versed Sine to any Segment propos’d, the
Performance whereof to such a De¬
gree of Nicety and Exactness as the Tables are capable of , I doubt not to
undertake :
Though it may seem out of the common Road , Hpd attended with no small
Difficulty,
since the Tabular Numbers extend to so many Figures as make several ’
Ranks of Diffe¬
rences beyond the first in every Part of it ; so that it will no where fall
under common
Rules , nor indeed near the Beginning can it be brought to submit to any
Rule ( without
the Amputation of several Figures ) which in that Parr is unavoidable
a new Calculation , which there indeed is most easie : Considering theotherwise than by
numeroushess of
the Differences , especially near the Beginning , to every of which a due
Respect must be
had in order to the making out a true proportional Part , there was a
Necessity of com¬
posing Tables adapted to every Rank of Differences from the Third to the
Tenth , for the
Correction of rhe Second and thereby the First, neither of which need any Tables’,
The
vast Expence of Labour and Time in the Computation of these Tables will
not easily be
credited ; but the Method taken therein was such as all along the Process both
exempli¬
fied and prov’d the Truth of the Work : They are in all Eight , beginning
with that for
the third Difference , and proceeding to the tenth , every of them was
more difficult and
troublesome in the composing than the next preceding, admitting of more
Differences,
the following extending one further than the former : Consequently all are
terminate , the
first Differences being equal in the Ist Table , the second in the IH,Nc . and the
eighth in the
VIII th; in all after the 11. alternately increasing and decreasing
as the Sines : Those for the
odd.

L
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odd Differences , viz. ?<j, ?th, 7th, 9th, resembling and depending upon each other : So
likewise those for the Even, viz. 4th, 6 th, 8th, 10 th so
$ that there was no attempting the
following till the former was perfected ; those for the even Differences rise higher , or
contain more Integers than the Odd , and still the more the further remote , and the more
intricate : Many of the Numbers terminate in a Fraction , and cannot be perfectly express’d
otherwise 5 the Numbers are complete in all, except the last, in several of which the
Figures are too numerous.
The Integers in these Tables ( though they be not always properly so, but only with
respect to the Number of the Figures in the Differences by the following Rules deter¬
mine ) are clearly distinguish ’:!, being separated by a Comma. In the First there are
none, in the Second and Third no more than one ; nor more than three in the Fourth and
Fifth ; in the Sixth and Seventh they exceed not Four , but in all of the Eight there ate
Five.

mmmmm

Talk

Geometry

rF * » t,» tV.
T a we a HI.
‘Humbert to
Number?
2c>. Multiply the
iff sd
°t Mult. iff to Malt. I st ld\ Multiply iff
1difference. Differ,
Sixth
’' t ' sed third dii the fourth DUE Jiff. the Fifth Differ,
difference.
Differs.
S'»e. DifE
_
difference. .
. . -=V- 166,6666,666 J
333333f
8,33333s
7>
8,333333if
8,37458 ^^ I2 5 83. - 8,207091s l2g24f 245 1677680 .2794 1,-013,6125
' 8,0784
%ixV
12869^ 24c ‘68,8497,5
1.0817,5208-, ^ 779bi
169,9117,6125 -,0619,8125
7,947308f
4,45458s
/008
,
7,8138664 ‘3344V 2
333f
‘.0420,5208s
>1
70,95 38,13
8,53I 25
7 678125 3* 357+ 2
1 7.8125; ^ 9^ 9 i 7 20235|
^
4.. -3799-^ 82;
72.9775,133342’
83 W ° *33f
- • > ' 7f1 8,568332
93 P, 78,604 D
7,399941s ,! 259t 2 5
't ' K WE E tt.

Cambers

V

ImprozW.

Rem.
of
f/
Vers.
liff.
Sin a.
3d

IOC

1 99
[
2 9*
,
3 97
:5 4 9<
5 9‘
4 siT; 6 94
7 93
8 9i
* 354 « : 7,2576
».«4
“W ^ ic
9 98,67458; ^ 583
7*1131584 * 4444 f 205
1C
X
,,
200Æ
9193,3875
3375,
3}
3,708
~ — IL}3291-1 _ 6,9666663
8983,94584 2o§>44« 1333 I 1 '>9
-95
128T
o,6 <5 8,74125.
~
~
21075L
0—!
o— *783; , 6,8: 817?
>74125 ,4^
12 it
o,6j
^ 73.1875 21204' 1- 5l
78,5548,8
T
f
t
>
r
°
\l
'
7733.
^
-3 8/
185
4^
2->
,
'
.
4
:
121
1539
,.
-6,5
I
213294
LA
;-H
°^
79-4109,9458
it
0,6
804 i{
8.835
^ 180 -80,2457,8
*
6. 3612 ^ 35419
^347,8541? 2l4^oi 1184 14
85
Oj5^
115694 115 -5
11.0591,14584s
6,205208 7) ^ ^ 7175
Jj
4
It 14
17c
. , . 1,8508,8
'° »5y T
,83s 6,074666^4
5
5
<
i
t
9U
i
-82,6209,6125 S °2 8S* 2I 795 lio 8f 17 83
5,888025
^
|° r5S
ib 82
183,3692,46664
'°»5f
8,726933;
>9 '0>5
19 Si
-84,0956,279->
;? +,4i ,L22°° ^ *° *t 2L8c
-°4,s
7043,7208;
2458J
?~r
6822,6125
79 0,44
42 58^ 77—
9>02458t
83s 5,23
145 H 5,48 22,6125 -r -_
— ^7 145
_ ; 222^ -f 95 21 79
5,234258476
2u 78
,
78 o, 4i 9,04H33f
*4c ^ ' *K28'i; 33 -,' 6600,5208
5,067066)
25 77
9,07125 “ 9'r
77 0,4 -;
*35 186,7800,6125 6377,479 -1 2IH 4A
4'898475 SST
6153,5208; 22M
24 76
76 o, 4|
*30 ' ^7,3954,1333^
9.09333! ^ 2<
^7285334 SS
75
2-5 Zj
9, 11458-'. 2125
ii 5 87,9882,8125 5928>(l79 ,.;22 «*4|
4,557291s
-— I 2_i 2041
5702,9875
36 74
5,8
^
.
74 0,4
188,55
22650;
,
-, -A
• »3t 4,s« 785476,4179
*7 73
73 0,34.
22729;
‘89,1062,2791P $ i *i
3b 72
no
.1
*
-89,6311,4666
4,03626672 o,^
9>l 733'3f JJ,.
*97"!
7*0,35 9,19125
; 9*
^ ^5 190,1332,6125’
3.860325 17^
2.68223d IZ6997 Ioc -90,6125,
K 70
70 o,r3i
1J2 S
- —33i7 1625
1— t 9>i°i
1779S
* *mi
—
.
cSi
.£
69 •° *3i *7TQaS2j
3i
69
9* 2458^ —
191,0687,9458s
32 68
*gg 41*
68 0,3
-91,5020,8
,) +
9,24'
°,3
'79844
67 0,2
I litter
33S7
0,2' 9,254584
-91,9122,9458 saJsSjj
66 o,2f
34 6c
‘92,2993,8
j 7
334
9,268
0,2|
; ;*
LL
65l 3
35 ^5
'92,6632,8125
Altii
VAiili
.
3406,6541 .1 2131^ i- +
o,28 , 9^ 8.i^5 208^
64 >
93^ 039,466636
(*4
63 O.
-93,3213,2791. 3T ^ fr 2<
2,4-919-7 183594
37 63
- 38 62
6r .0,2
2940,5208 ; 4| 29.
-93,6153,8
2,2356 18419*.
233704
2706,8125
61 o,
9,*32458s
M
8125'
^
2.0514087
5
6i
^
39 Si
-M
-84744
6c o.
>,8666664 85247
40 60
9,333331 7^,,
4
270X
—•
3^ 3i3 ^ 223^ 79x1 2_3444 ij ^ i;
l9 vi
9,34-2;
59
-^68142^ -85694
4i 59
23475;
20^ 7^
194,3571,6125
P 58
-94,5575,1333
42 58
^*,4957334 186094
g \r
Sssolll
^
9,34833,t
^
‘94,5575,1333
1768,47911 .
11 57
43 57
-,309641^ 186447. '94,7343,6125 1533,1875 23529 i
9,35458s 54u
44 56 o.
. - *,
9.36o
94,8876,8
1,1232
44 56
18674-95 ,Oi 74«479i - 1297,6791* 2355° 1
. 0,93645^87 186994
, 23645845 jjjojGj
55
1061,9875 23569«
0,07-14 9,368) 3^
195,1236,46662.
11
1 0,7494.66.1
46 54
>8719^
9.37»251,2Qo - *r
195,2062,6125’ 826^1458; a 85.84s
4,562275
47 5-3
87344
4'*
195,2652,8
48
52
4933i
W
j;
,
-f
9,37333
8?44i
’
2,187491.'I -187494
9,37458s
5i
195-3006^9458;
),0O
9.375
-94,3i'25
5 co
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Table

TT

Rem.
Numbers for Multi>/?
°f
2d.
Multiplying
jfi
for
Numbers
°J plying the Seventh
Difference.
Vers
the Eighth Difference.
Difference.
Vers.
Difference.
Sine.
Sine.
0 .00 119,04761,9047 6Tt
C|lOO]
3571,42857,14285,714!
1 99
:,(5o99,995054s] 149,13750
1 99 117,43761,95416
125
.
87078
.
3597.99506
-,- 2 | 98]
S 98 115,78270,62857 j , 6549 ,I 3255 tt 441,819041? 3624,11931,37285,7144
26,12424,50207,589
1,6990,95160 4 434,3863044 3649 . 79565 . 58078 . 125 25,67634,20792,41C -J
3 97 114,08361,1125
3| 97,
25,22289,13921,875
426,84166 4 >3675^ 1854,72
4[ 96]
4 96 112,34107,73333 4 >7425,33791;
4-76399,67453,125
^
>
>7852,17958
419,18750
5
5 95 " 0, 55585,9375
13699,78254,39453,12
i 95
61 94
6 94 108,72872,2666 ’ ,8271,36708 j 411,426195! 3724,08230,67
24,29976,27546,875
,8692,793275“ 403,56011 ! ?
7 95 106, 86044,3339 ?
93)
68
?
1?'
^
S2
569
2^E
?
[3747,91260,15488,839
4 395,59166;
,9086,35339
8 92 104,95180,8
^ 8,85509,92511,1604
3771,26830,08
9->
f-f 387,52321
,9481,94505
9i
9 9 i 103,00361,3494
" ' ^ 608,29613,839 ^10 90 101,01666,6666 ! ,9869,46827^
379,357 ’H 4 3794,14438,37613,8394
3816 ^53$99 >7‘5
9^
12,0248,82541 J >371,09583; 3838.43815 .75828 . 125 [21,90222,00828,125
11 89 98,99178,4125
89
.21,40819,12171,875
12,0619,92125
88
12 8b 96,92979,2
362,74166 5 3859,84634,88
'
'20,90957,70703,125
1,0982,66291
8
'3 54,297025s 13880.75592 . 58703. 125
13 8? 94,83152,5708 j
-A ■ ' ' ->>- *7
86j
14 86 92,69782,9714
4 .V 336,95994 tt 345,76428 * 3901, 16241,41285 ,714! ,[20,40648,82582,5894
85
15 85 90, 52955,7291 \ [2,1682,72422s, 1 337,145 83 3 3921,06145 ,01953,125 I 19, 89903, 6066 7,4104
19-38733-24332,5894
it 84 88,32757,02857 4 2,2019,8700544 328,444044 ? 13940,44878,26285,714!
84
4] 319,64130 ’ r| 3959 . 32027 .25578 . 125 18,87148,99292,4104 -j
2,2348,31410
17 83 86,09273,8875
83,
18,35162,17421,875
18 82 83,82594,1333
3977,67189,43
82]
; >2,2667,95541 ; 310,84000
;
24978,79541
17,82784,16578,125
301,8425
81
3995.49973 .59578. 125
;
19 81 81,52806,3791
17,30026,40421,87^
2,3280,63791 ; 292,85119 ^ . 4012,8
8c
20 80 79,2
2 J 79 76,84265,1089 4 2,3573,48910 4 283,768451414029,56900,38238,8394] 16,76900,38238,8394]
75
16,23417,64761,160 -;
22 7b 74,45692,5333 j 2,3857,25755 ? ° 274,61666 f| 14045,80318,03
78
.?.
2,4131,874221:
15,69589,79988,839
.!'
[265,39821 4 14.061,49907,82988,839
77
23 77 72,04373,79107 4
-.-:
>5,15428,49011,1604
256,11547 ! ! 4076,65336,32
24 76 69,60401,0666 4 2,4397,27244
76l
2,4653,38791 i |H^ 77p 8_3| ! 4091,26281,73828,125
^ 25
^60945,41828
75
25 75 67,13867,1875
4,4900,15875
14,06152,33171,875
237,36666 ! 4105,32434,07
26 74 64,64865,6
26 , 74)
J 1227,90535 4
>3,51061,02328,125
27 73 62, 13490,3458 T ;2,5I37,5254I
4118,83495,09328,125
27
--,"
365,43077
,5
!r
^
.
12,95683,32957,589
28 72 59,59836,0380944
218,38928 4 4131,79 - 78,42285,714!
28[
2,5583,8200544
12,40031,12917,410;
208,82083 5 4144,19209,55203,125
29 7i 57,03997,8375
11,84116, 34082, -180! 29
-44
30 70 54,46071,42857 4 2,5792,64089 4 199,20238 ^4 4156,03325,89285,7
12
t^ 189,53630-4-14167,31276,81453125 11,27950,92167,4101.
31 69 51,86152,9958 ’ 2, 599 ', 84327
>31'
;^
875
.
[46181,37958
86546
.
479,825“
5
71546
10.
"
' 4178,02823,68
49,24339,2
32
32)
4 ,170,07083
4188,1773 ^ 88078,125 10,14916,20078,125 33
4 4,6361,20458
33 67 46,60727,1541
\
12,6531,27541 160,27619 ! ^ 4197,75810,87
9. 58070 . 98921 . 875 34'
34 66 43,95414,4
[2,6691,55160 4 1^ 6,44345 - 4 4206,76834,19363,820^ 9-01023,32363,8394
35 65 41,28498,8839 4
35
8,43785,32636,160s 36|
4215,20619,52
' 2,6841,9950544 140,575
36 64 38,60078,9333
7,86369,14738,839’
37
37 63 35,90253,2327 7! [2,6982,5700544 130,67321 ! 4223,06988,66738,839!
2,7113,24327,1
7,28786,96261,1604!
38 62 33,19120,8
20,74047 ! ! 4230,3577 ^,63
38
2,7233,98375
6. 71050 .97203 . 125
39 6l 30,46780,9625
110,77916 ’ 4237,06826,60203,125
6, 13173-39796, 875 >439)
4° 60 27,73333,3333 ; 2, 7344,76291
100,79166 ; 4243,2
o[
2,7445,55458;
5. 55166.48328 . 125 '41 59|
90,78035 -U4248,75166,48328,125
4 i 59 24,98877,7875
4,97042,48957,589 ? ,
. . "
‘.
42 58 22,23514,4380944 2,7536,33494 -4 8o,7476i | I14253,72208,97285,714.
[42>5
! -- , 70,69583
2,7617,08255
4,38813,69542,4104
Tl! ’ v ‘ 3Jv7 J
2<
I
,
1O22,66828
I
2
ch
43 57 19,47343,6125
43 57|
4261,91515,06285,714 ’ 3,80492,39457,589 ? ,[44 56]
44 56 16,70465,82857 ! 2,7687,77839 4 60,627387
2,7748,40577,4
17,4104.1
3,22090,894
50,54464 4 4265,13605,95703 ,12 ^
45 55 13,92981,7708 ;
>45 55
\ 40,45
2-7798,95041
2,63621,51296,875 4 6| 54
4267,77227,47
46 54 11,14992,2666
[2,7839,40041 ; 30,34583 ;
2,05096,57953,125
4269,82324,04953,125
47 53 8,36598,2625
[47; 53|
2,7869,74625
^,46 ^ 28,4 ^ 46,87^ 14b 5*1
20,23452 ^ 4271,28852,48
48 52 5,57900,8
2,7889,98077^
-; ,87929,40863,839. [49 51
49 5i 2,79000,99226^ 2,7900,09922 ! - 10,118451 -1 4272,16781,88863,839
,29311,86136,160!
oo|
>4272,46093,75
__
- < 00 0.00

Rim.

Geometry

Table

A. B L E. VII.
Numbers fir Multiplying
the Ninth
Difference.

II

Improved.

Numbers fir Multiplying

Difference

the

Tenth Difference.

via.
Rew.

°.f
Nets.
Sine.

79Z65,0793s,50793,65 «',
1-984,12698,41269 ^ 4^
529.94455 . 19611.43081
25218,55783,050843479995,02391,70405,00 LOU619 .88609 .75378 .34697
958,90842,6296 4,7 S$9;
26044,79230,790426 ^ - 80614,91001,45783,4285;
1932,86363,39885.7^
609.67017 .40219 .430804
81224,58018,86002,859375 599.29942.94135-8072!;
1906,00439,80329,6875 26859,23595,560268
27661,58501,963544
81823,87961,80138,;
1878,34281,30133,33;
588.77654.83679.6927-,?
82412,65616,63818,359 378
1849,89x27,19726,5625 28451,54104,0677^
578.
10425.15046.9739-,? ]
82990,76041,78865,7^
29228,81091,93229?
1820,66246,10533,337
567.28529.47118. 12128
1790,6693 5,4073 3,5 56 5i? 29993,10697,99776 -;^- 83558,04571,25983,454613 556.32246.84448. 5453b
1759.92520,704
0744,14703,335565 ! ? 84114,36818,10432,
545.21859 .70209 .510169I x
728.44355 .26024 .0823?; 31481,65443,759176 * ? 84659,58677,80641,510169 533-97 <353-79° 8o. 7 ' 20 53!
32205,35815,796378
!
-;
85193
.S
6331 .S 9722 .A
*’
>,9o 1696,23819,44444,44
522.59918 . 10095 .637153!! , g9
32914,99282,522562
-7
85716,16249,69817
.859375 511.08944 .79440 .8072 ; !? . 88
i[89 1663,32320,16192,1875
33610,29879,2552
?
86227,25194,49258, -;
2| 88 1629,71290,28266,66;
499.45029 . 13210 .0260 ^ !, , 87
86726,70223,62468,69277! 487.68469 .40114 -73 >2? ; 14 " ‘
3(^7 1595,42188,06355,729 -; 34291,02219,109375
34956,91498, 414434 ^; 87214,38693,02583,428
4'86 1560,46496,56514,;
>5607,73501,991815 "7690,1825 9,86735,02607 ? 475.79566 .84151 . 59 84 K , 85
15185 1524,85723,06315,104’
.'463.78625 .57228 . 402531!^ 84
I<5.8^ 14^876 i' 398,4548H ;" 36243,24608,293898^ 8^ 153,96885,43963,4?
451.65952 .51749 .4308041178
36863,21794,404017
.
1
88605,62837,95712,859375 439.41857 .33161 .3628471,8
“3 1451,75076,66045,3125
37467,42640,897569s 89045,04695,28874,;
!8| 82 1414,28334,01955,5s
427.06652,32460 .85937X9 3
19. 81 1376,22768,68299,131 ; ? 38055,65336,56423 ?; 89472, 11347 ,<51335 ,081597; 14.60652.38661.41840-1^^ 8
38627,6868
2)
9913
lyT
20!80
89886,72
‘80 1337,6
39183,32099,008184 -! . 90288,76174,91245,121280402.04174.91245. 12I28c|7i yc
2179 298,41667,90099,
389.37539-72526.878720?
2
39722,35624,991815 ?!- 90678,13714,63772,
2278 258,69432,276
376.61069.OOO5
4.78794X9
40244,59927,033482? 910 54,7478 36
,3826,787946 ? 363.75087 .18925.212054 23I77 218,44972,34896,65^
40749,86300,96657 .;
2476 1177,69986,048
91418,49870,82752,
350-79920 .94087- 192701|25
25| 75 1136,46189,37174,47^ 41237,96676,2552 -,-! 91769,29791,76839,1927T?
,
_
—
337-75899 -02612 .8072 ; ! 2S
41708,73619,744794 92107,05690,79452 ,
324.63 352.25938 .081756I27
i° 94>753' 5>752 42162,00339,27256
?? 9243 1, 690 43 ,° 5390,° 8 1756 311.42613
.42075 .569038I28
l0
52>
59i
1sviri nn'ir15,41272,7431742597,60687,140128f|
^
_*
*y <
92743,11656,47465,654 298. 14017,17799
1009,99354,72558,73^
43015,39163,446676? 93041,25673,65265,359375 284.77900 .00806 .708581120
.069 196>,o
1 966,97815,56214,0625
43415,20919,283434 93326,03573,6607 ?,
923,56294,64285,7?
271.34600 . 11844.59747^177
4379 S>9 i 759>7 <>9434 ^; y3597-38 i 73-779 17-026^ 3
25 7-^4457 *3^^ 34.973 ; | 1,2
879,76602,88306,77 ^ !
44160,38147,0677 - ! 93855 22631 . 14752.
835,60564,736
244-27813 .18944 . 1927 . Xz
44505,47202,96354?
94099 .50444 .33696 .1927-1! 230.65010 .50662 .4739^ , 4__
791,10017,53303,645? 44832,06711,703125
94330.15454,843584
746,26810,82133,33!
45140,04122,302601 -^ 94447 .11848.40202.287946? 216.96393 .6484 3.621280 ? ^ 64
701,12805,69893,9732^
203.22308 .31731 .934276
44429,31551,3JS4 ‘7C'J, 7
189.43101 .40969 .787947
9^55,69874,14754,5 ? lo 45699,75784,488343? ? 94740.34146.81934.3.
X
609,99898,36306,7212 ^-5 44941,28279,0672121- 94939 -77258,22904 .010169 175.59121.03587.989831
95115-36379-26492.
161.70716 .38980 .026 - A K- !02
01802
517 ,00,1,9 ,9
,60->,1- 46183,80165,97395;
l
62Q7 212 <1 2<02 7 < 95277.07095.65472.026.4 147-78237.67861.307,2-; y 60
[40
471,46666,66666,6;
40397,23251,359375 95424,85?
133.82036.04214. 526042Li 59
46591,50018,33854;
95558.67369.37547424,87 416,6483 2,812 4
859375
46766,53628,518607,1 95678.49832.84770.041+2 58
378,10863,01980,95^
46922,27923,387648 ?? 95784.29705.57957.859375
+3 57
331,1863509642,1875
91.74617.27445. 56919s +4 56
47058,67425,56473
,
Z
95876.04322.85403,4?
284,12767,67085,7?

I

17174,67339,910962;? QSO ‘i3.7i 374

236,95200,33094^6187-7
47273,23554,50173 ; ?
"189,67876,77644,4^
47351,32641,46006 ; ?
142,32744,13498,4375 47409,91857,65104?
94,9175 2,27733,3t
^ 4
47,46853,13209,5987 -- 47448,99145,2373
47468,53132,095984
00,

-oi

665.58i5972

'45 55

63.57528 .98728 .640625 (6 54
96017 .28903 .00394 .?
49.4640 5.78646 . 1371 47 53
96066 .75308 .79040 .359375
35. 34036 .96404 .9739 -.-; 48 52
96102 .09345 -7 5445 -s
21.20778.20858.954613-,-;J 49 51
96123.30123.96304 .287946? 7.0698 5.4119571205 3?j ^ 00
o6 i 30.':7 i° 9-375
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Geometry

Imfronsd.

managed
,

the
be rightly
to determine
the
just
Number o(
Figures
inDifferences
the result, can'twill
be necessary to cutsooffas from
the end of
each
so
many as
answer its Denomination , or equal its degree of distance from the Tabular Number , vit»
from the First one, from the Second two , from the Third three , from the Fourth four, &c.
but if there be not so many Figures in the Difference as its degree of distance’ extends to,
it must be deprest so far below Unity as is equivalent ; Ex . gra. Suppose in the Tenth Dif¬
ference there be only five Figures, there must be five Cyphers prefix’d thereto , which will
be equivalent to the cutting off ten Figures, yet tbo the first of these significant Figures
stand at such a distance below i , in the Product there will ordinarily bean Integer , which
before all the Operations requiVd be compleated may amount to several more , therefore'
must by no means be neglected : hence, 5tis evident that two Decimals (or Supernumary
Figures ) ac least must be admitted in the Products of the Differences, else the last Figures
will ordinarily be vitiated.
To make out the true Area of the Segment from theTable or the Tabular Number answer¬
ing to any Versed Sine or Marginal Number, given to die whole extent of the Table , i, e.
to 17 Figures.
The Rule is, Collect all the Differences to the Tenth (inclusive) if that consist not of
fewer than three Figures , observing, that for the id , 4th, 2th and 10th the half Sum of
the two next on either side must be taken , which call the Mean Difference ; then out
of each of the foregoing Tables by a due Proportion make out the Number answering to
the Figures of the Versed Sine given , which extend beyond those which are found in the
Margin of the Table , multiply these Numbers severally by their respective Differences, then
if the next Figure in the Versed Sine beyond those found in the Margin be less than s, to
half the second mean Difference , add the Products of the id , 6th, 7th and ioth Differ¬
ences , and subtract those of the 4 th, 5 th, 8th and 9th Differences. If it exceed 5, to half
the second mean Difference, add the Products of the %th, 6th, 9th and 10th Differences,
and subtract those of the 3d, <\th, 7th and 2th half
;
the second mean Difference thus cor¬
rected must be multiplyed by the Arithmetical Complement of the excess of the Versed Sine
above those 4 Figures found in the Margin of the Table , and the Product added to the first
Difference if those preceeding it be greater , or subtracted if (as here) they be less ; the
First Difference thus Corrected being multiply ’d by all the rest of the Figures of the Versed
Sine given above those found in the Margin , will yield a true proportional Part to be added
to the next less Segment in the Table . The fame Rule is to be observed when the other fide
of the Proportional Part is required , which is to be subtracted from the next greater Seg¬
ment in the Table , only the half second mean Difference correct , must be multiply’d by the
fame Figures of the Versed Sine which extend beyond the Marginal , and the Product added
to the First Difference here ( since the next after it is greater , the proportional Part being
now accounted on that side) which Sum is to be drawn into the Arithmetical Complement
o f the rest of the Versed Sine, and then subtract as proposed.
A few Instances wherein the various Parts of the Rule are Exemplyfied will more
clearly explain and illustrate it.
Suppose the Segment comprehended within that Arch which is the twelfth part of the
Semi-cirde be required ,
of i8o d is
the Co -fine of half thereof or Sine of 82 ^ is
9914448613738124069 ; hence the Versed Sme of 7H is 008555138626189593 ^ ]ia ff
whereof (to suit it to the Tabular Diameter is- 6042775693 1309479655 , being fought in
the Table the nearest Marginal Number less is 0042 , its Segment , 000461503 31311855 ;
the next greater 0043 , whose Segment is, 00047806891465527 ; by the Differences be¬
twixt these the true Segment may be obtained : The First Difference is 1656560x5369 ' ,
the
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the second mean Difference is ip407j68o I#5, the third 231304 ' " , the fourth mean Dif¬
ference = 813 8" ' , the fifth — 4’ 85-4i the sixth mean Difference —
the seventh
-- ,°<-°4-75 the eighth Mean — ,--°°°°" » : The Number found in the first Table for the
third Difference anlweting 77569 ? 130948 is 45948855158 , being easily proportion ’d,
948855158 being
of 5693130948 , there being no more Labour ever necessary in the
Use of this Table . This Number 45948835158 multiply ’d by the third Diff. 231304 -4!-,
produces 106 281*°*4. The Number taken out of Table II . 9,0583054 drawn into the
fourth mean Difference 813 8” 1gives 7371 s" ' That taken out of Table UI. 4,994 - 9
x 478514 the fifth Difference, makes 23^ 7. From Table IV. is had 186" +, which
multiply ’d by the sixth mean Difference
is 7, w *. Out
of Table V. 7341 uuo
,0004175 the seventh Difference makes ,03064 . Out of the VI. 4052 s* x 00000548 the
eighth mean Difference is °»i°. To half the second mean Difference 97037840 ' °" add
the Products of the fifth 23*^ 7, and of the sixth 7,3*77. From theSum 97° 378 71
subtract the Products of the third 106281 *°®% 0f the fourth 7371 ®" % of the seventh,
>0306, and of the eighth , ,0230 . The Remainder 969242 i7 8j7*, being the4 - second mean
Differ . correct,multiply by 224306869051,the Arithm . Complement of the Remainder of
theVersed Sine beside the Marginal Number , The Product 217487678 " subtracted from the
first Difference 165656015369 * ( because the preceding are less) leaves 16543860769077,
which drawn into the Overplus of the Versed Sine 775693130948 produces 1283295915*793 l6» the true proportional Part : This added to,00046150331311835
the Tabular
Number against ,0042 , wakes ,000474336,7227628 ** the true Segment answering the
Versed Sine , 0042775693130947965s .
^
.
If , to confirm the Operation , the ofher fide of the Proportion be desired, multiply the
correct half second Difference 96924 *17*57® by the Surplusage of the Versed Sine
775693130948 ; the Product 75i8 ?45oo ,48 add to die first Difference 165646013369%
the Sum 16640784986934 * multiply ’d by 224306869052 the Arithm . Complement of
the rest of the Veiled Sine, gives 373264237898 ^ the true proportional Part to be sub.
ttacted out of , 00047806891465527 the Tabular Number for ,0043 : The Remainder
,0004742 ^627227628 ’* is the true Segment required : Which is thus prov’d by the Series, puling C = , 0042775693130947961 ; C 1 is = , 000018297599228330289 ; 0 =
^ ,00000007826924896241267 ; C *—00000000033480213752
,
;C *=5,00000000000*1432139349 -, C* = ,oo <fboooooooooo6l26o75 -, Ci = , 0000000000000000262047 :
Hence the Series,
’r —
~
*' ’ ‘
,0008555138626189593s!
1The
Result , 66581049822890418151
s-C’
—
65348568672608
multiply ’d by 2VC10005595328371= ,
-/,-C * tz= _
108707290226
.50466706 , makes , 00037254283707858Ox,007102272727
237785609 1 .454437 the Segment , if the Diameter be
C 5 X , 004206731
=5
602462 2 : This multiply ’d by 1,2732395 8CC.
C * x , 0027 24 -si Ox,0019 :i68ol is redue’d to,0004743362722762828705,
exactly agreeing with that deduced from
The Sum — , 00085616843776248516
the Table in the 18 th Place.
Taken from
,66666666666666666667]
Remains - , 66581049822890418151
A second Instance may be necessary to il¬
lustrate the other Cafe Let it he requir’d to
find the Segment to the Versed Sine of 3-V1— , 002141076761396494 , which being as
near the beginning of the Table as can well in Practice be propos ’d, will more fully
exemplisie all the Varieties. The nearest left Marginal Number is , 0021 , the Segment
agiinst it is , 00016326910153480 ; the first Difference betwixt this and the next followH
ins
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ing against,co22

is 117945708914 *; the z<
*mean Diff . is 273800593 W ; the 33$41304 **%
The Number aniwering the rest of the Versed Sine 410767613965 gives
>n the 1“ Table, 1487206434 , by which the third Difference 641304 ^ 7 multiplied,produces 95?? ;
The Number ' dedue’d by due Proportion from the ll J Table , is 9,34,823255 ," " .
by
which the fourth mean Difference 4484 ^ ' r being multiply ’d, gives 41 8- 6!°°4.
The
Number taken from Table III , 1,667186 drawn into the fifth Difference 52,-°-"^ pro¬
duces 87 *^ # . That taken from Table IV. 194,37337 multiplied by the sixth mean
ference ,8^ 983, makes i67,j **«7. The Number from Table V. 24,77709 drawn Dif¬
into
the seventh Difference .oiSi-'Si.f, gives 447?
"lhat deduced from Table VI . 4249,1538
into the eighth mean Dilterence ,00047422 s is 2,01505 : That from Table VII.
421,294
x 000014471 the ninth Difference is ,006096. That out of the VIII. 95568 , x
000000.
52855 the tenth ipean Diff . is ,05051 . so half of the second mean Difference,
viz.
ty c.

To-

— , 36920296,8775

■4th 41896,5004"^ Out of
^6995839,9689
i67,Z5 - i> .Products ) 5th
41985,5649
87,04) 7 / Subtract
» of the
) 8th —* 2,0151 ^The
Remainder ^ 76957854,4040
-447 5
9th ,006r ) is the half second Diff. corrected.
10 th° 5o5
—41985,5649
4- 136995839,9689
.
zd

— 95Z7 ?>24'

Aildrhe Pro-, »6th ducts of the >7th -

Multiply this ' second mean Difference corrected 136953854,404 by 589232386025
the Arithm . Complement of the Overplus of the Vers’dSine ; theProduct 806076464
07
subtracted from the first Difference 117945708914,5 leaves 117138732450,43 which
multiply ’d by 41076761396494 the said Overplus , the Product 481r679763 ^ 54 zdded
10,00016326910153480
the Segment for ,002V makes , , 000168080781297954 the
true Segment answering the Versed Sine ,002141076761396494 . Or half the
Diff . correct 136953854,404 being multiply ’d by 410767613965 the rest of the mean
Versed
Sine, and the Product 5625620799,68 added to the first Difference 1,
794f7o89i4c
and their Sutn 1185082709944,68 drawn into the Arithm . Complement
58923238603506*
the Product 698289112829,6 deducted out of ,00017506367242625 the Tabular
Num¬
ber against ,0022 , leaves the Remainder , 00016808078129795,4 the Segment
required
prov’d by the Series in the fame Method as the former 3. by which it was
found
,000168080781297957305 , exceeding that found by the Table only 3 in the 18th Place
The finding the Marginal Number by the Tabular , will be fiwnewhat more troublesome
and tedious , because it cannot be performed at once, as the former, but gradually
bv
several Steps or Tentations . First, the Difference between the given Segment and the
Tabular that is nearest to it, must be divided by so many Figures of the first Difference
as agree mutually with each other . By the Complement of the Quotient multiply
half
the second mean Difference, or only so many Figures thereof as are in the Quotient
, and
apply the Product , as before directed , to the first Difference *. By so many Figures of it
as
ate thereby corrected, divide again the aforesaid given Difference ; by that
Quotient
proceed to take out the Numbers from the I, and II Tables, as near as may be where¬
by the third and fourth Differences must be multiply ’d, and the Products apply ’d (
accord¬
ing to the Rule) to the half second mean Difference : This being thereby in
part
rected, must again be multiply ’d by the Complement of the last Quotient , and the cor¬
Pro¬
duct apply ’d the fame Way as before, to the first Difference ; by which , thus further
cor¬
rected, the Division must >be renewed. By the Quotient which now may be suppos’d
to consist of a competent Number of rtue Figures, (which wilt be triple , if rightly
ma¬
naged, to those in the first Quotient ) the Numbers for rhe third and fourth
Differences
may be obtain’d more exactly , and the rest for the fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth , ninth
and
tenth,
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tenth,taken out of the respective Tables,multiply ’d, and the several Products apply ’d ( as the
Rule directs ) to the '■ second meanDifterence : Let the Multiplication and Division be re¬
peated, and the Operation again reiterated lo often, til ) it be found that the Repetition
Makes no Alteration in those Figures propos’d to be obtain ’d ; though when it approaches
so near as within one or two Figures , a renew’d Multiplication of the half second Dif¬
ference by the Complement of the Quotient last found (without any further Correction
thereof only of the first Difference thereby) and a repeated Division may obtain them,
and compleat the Work.
A few Examples expressive of all the Varieties may be suppos’d necessary to render this
Method more clear and intelligible.
Suppose the Area of a Circle divided by Chord -lines into any Number of equal Parts,
to find the Versed Sines, or Parts of the Qiameter intercepted betwixt the Circumference
and each Chord . Let the Area of the Circle, which in the Table is assumed — 1, be
propos’d to be divided into seven equal Parts , the first or nearest the Circumference will
be , 14285714285714285 :7, the Versed Sine or Number in the Margin exactly answering
thereto , is requir’d. The nearest Marginal Number against the next less Segment found
in the Table , is 2004 : Its Tabular Number or Segment is ,14278607926966398 , which
subtracted from this given, leaves 7106358747887 ^ the Dividend or given Difference.
The Tabular first Difference is 1019450062042,8 ; the second mean Difference is
1905388854 ; -, the third Difference = 992, " ?; the fourth mean Difference = ,0556.
Divide the five first Figures of the given Difference 71063 s by 101945 the fix first Fi¬
gures of the Tabular first Difference, the Quotient is 69707 : By its Complement 30293
multiply 4. the second Difference 95269,3rd subtract the Product 28860 out of the first Dif¬
ference : By the Remainder 1019421202 divide again 7106358747 the given Difference,
and by the Quotient 69709740 take out of Table I. the Number ,32849576 , by which
the third Difference 992, 107 multi ply'd is Z25," s ; and out of Table 11. 9,213 , which
drawn into the fourth mean Diff- ,0556 produces ,5122 . The Sum of these Numbers
326,4482 taken out of 9526944,2725 half the second Difference, leaves 9526617,824?
the half second Difference correct : This multiply ’d by 30290260 the Complement of
the last Qjuotient is 28856373 which deducted from the first Diff . and by the Remain¬
der 101942120567 the Division renew’d, the Quotient is 69709740276 . By the Com¬
plement hereof 30290259724 multiply the '- second correct Difference 9526617,8243,
and subtract the Product 288563728 ' - out of the first Diff'. and by 101942120566998B
the Remainder compleat the Division of the given Difference 710635 , Lcc. Add the
Quotient 6970974027578 ^ 0 the Marginal Number 2004 , it becomes 20046970974027 57§
the true Versed Sine, consisting of as many true Figures as the Tabular Numbers . The
fame may with as much Certainty be obtain’d from the less Dividend 308 ^ 41872540,3
(which is the Difference of the next greater Tabular Number 14288802427586826 and
the given 142857 8tc.) if the Operation be prolecuted from the beginning Wherefore
it may be expedient to carry on both together , to confirm the Work all along , and pre¬
vent Mistakes. The last Part of the Operation will sufficiently show how it differs from
the former . By the Quotient next before the last 69709740276 multiply half the second
correct Difference 9526617,8243 : The Product 664098054,243 (16 to 10194500620428
the first Difference ; and by the Sum 10195164718482,24 divide 3088141872540,2;
the Quotient 3029025972422 subtract out of the next greater Marginal Number 2005,
the Remainder 20046970974027578 is the Versed Sine sought , as above, true in the 17th
Figure . This will be more fully evident from the following Operation , which will iiluoc¬
Rtate the Method much better, since in the preceding only four of the Differences cur
V
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cur . Suppose the Table subdivided only into 500 Parrs : Then the nearest lest Versed
Sine -or Marginal Number to the Segment given 142857142857142857 would be 2005
the Segment against it 14237848993264703 subtracted , leaves 47-8652924495821 . Out of
the next greater against 201 = 14339803484255 519 subtract the given Segment, the Re¬
mainder 54089198541 2333 added to the former composes the 1st Diff . 101954490990816;
the second mean D fterence is 1904904287 ™; the third Difference 991938,42* ; the
the fifth ,70508 ; the sixth mean — ,0011985 ; the
fourth mean Difference 556,;
seventh , 0000029 . Four figures of the less Dividend or given Difference 47865 divided
by as many of the first Tabular Difference 10195 quotes 4697 : By its Complement 5303
multiply the like Number of Figures of half the second mean Difference 95241, andgthe
Product 50508 take from the first Difference : By the residue 101903983 divide ^again
478652924 , and by the Quotient 46970973 proceed to take out of Table I . the Number
,05048378 , by which the third Difference multiply ’d produces 50076 80: And out of
Table II. 9,37118 , which drawn into the fourth Difference, makes 5210 s0, (both these
will need Correction .) Out of Tab . III. , 56771 multiply ’d by the fifth Difference, gives
,40029 . Out of Tab . IV. 195,20419 x the sixth Difference is ,23421 . The Products
of the third and sixth added to the half second mean Difference 952452143,375 make
952502220,91 ; from which subtract the Products of the fourth and fifth : The rest
952497009,91 multiply by 53029027 the Arith . Complement of the last Quotient ; the
Product 50509989645 deducted from the first Difference leaves 101903981001170
by which the Division of 47865 29 8tc. further prosecuted,yields the Quotient 46970974028 *.
By this the Number out of Tab . l. is more truly found ,0504837662 , and its Product
by the third Difference 50076,7875 ; likewise that our of Tab. II . 9,3711771 , and its
Product by the fourth Difference 5210,5980 ; whereby half the .second Difference corrected
to a sufficient accuracy is rendred 952497009 s™7. This multiply ’d by 53029025972
the Arith. Complement of the last Quotient , and the Product 5050998867622 taken out
of the first Difference, by the Remainder 10190398100213938 divide again the given
Difference 4786529 &c. the Quotient 46970974027577 ™* added to 200, is 20046970.974027578 , agreeing with the former so nearly as sufficiently evinces its Certainty.
After the fame manner the Versed Sine for two Sevenths of the Area, viz the Segment
,285714285714285714 being given, is found ,328261087573670129 . The Versed Sine
for the three Sevenths of the Area, or the Segment 42857142857142857,1s ,443781453746 ?6265’o'- o :
,
-63734041 : For four Sevenths, the Complement of the last, i .e,956218
for five Sevenths, tire Complement ot the former , 671738912426329871 : Fox fix
Sevenths , the Complement of the first ,79953029025972422.
Since these falling so far distant from the Beginning of the Table , cannot sufficiently
exemplifie all the Varieties that may occur in these Operations , I shall offer another In¬
stance as near the Beginning as can easily be propos ’d -, wherein , though the Progress be
very flow, and advances little more than two Figures at each Step , yet thereby the several
Varieties ate better illustrated.
Suppose the Versed Sine answering to ^ W of the Area of the Circle be required , the
is - ,00015873015873015 S7, the nearest less Number in the
whole Area being 1.
Tabse ( against 0020 in the Margin ) is ,000151751539 -76039, their Difference is
697862096976,9 ; the next greater (against 0021 ) is ,00016326910153480 ; the Diffe¬
rence frotn this is 453894280464 ' : The Sum of these U 51756377441 is the Tabular
first Difference. The second mean Difference is 2804509341 °; ; Divide the three first
Figures of the former given Difference 697, by as many of the first Difference 115, the
Quotsent is 606: By its Complement 394, multiply as many Figures of half the second
mean
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mean Difference 1402, the Product 552 subtract from the first Difference : By the Re¬
mainder 114624 renew the Division ot 697862 : By the Quotient 6088 take out ot Ta¬
ble I. the Number 1813, which multiply ’d by the third Difference 688763,4 " produces
124873, and out of Tab . II. the Number 9,; 256, by which the fourth mean Diff . 5054, " "
multiply ’d makes 47136 : The Sum of these two Products 17201, deducted from 4 the
second mean Difference, leaves 14005346 : This being drawn into 3912 the Arith . Com¬
plement of the last Quotient , take the Product 547889 out of the first Difference,
and by the Residue 114627749 repeat the Division of 697862096 . By the Quo¬
tient 60880729 take the Numbers more accurately out of Table I. 1813455 , which
drawn into the third Difference is /H4904, " , and out of Table II. 9,32567076 x the
fourth mean Difference is 47136, " " ; likewise out of Table 111. 2,0294016 , which multiply ’d bf the fifth Difference 6i/ " iSproduces 125,"" - ; Out of Table IV. 193,91678,
by which the sixth mean Difference 1,068926 multiply ’d will be 207,' ^ . Out of Ta¬
ble V. 3o,h isi 4 in the seventh Difference ,0235272 is / °" 5 ; Out of Table VI. 4237/"
in the eighth mean Difference ,000649841 will be 2/ " - i Out of Table Vll . 512, -" x
the ninth Difference ,000020653 is ,01058 -, Out of Table VIII. 95 ; 02, ' b x the tenth
mean Difference ,0000007887 makes ,07516 . Add the Products of the fifth, sixth, ninth
and tenth Differences, i. e. 332/ " ! to 4 the second mean Difference * from that Sum
140225799,780? subtract 172044, " the Sum of the Products of the third , fourth , se¬
venth and eighth Differences : The Remainder 140053755/1 being the 4 second Difference
correct (tho’ not so truely as it ought , seeing the Number for the third Difference is yet
imperfect ) multiply by the Arith . Complement of the last Quotient 39119271 ; the Pro¬
duct 547880082 subtract out of the first Difference ; and by the Remainder ! 14627757662
divide again 697862096977 . By the Quotient 6088072481 take the Number more ex¬
actly out of Tab . I. 181345414 x the third DifFerence is , 124904, °- " . by which with
the rest, 4 the second Difference again corrected becomes 140053755/ " * : This drawn
into 3911927518 , and the Product 54788014089 taken out of the first Difference, leaves
1146277 ^7603 " , whereby divide again 697862 , &c„ And by the Arith. Complement
of the Quotient 3911927515911 multiply the 4 second Difference correct * the Product
5478801405959 taken out of The first Difference leaves 114627757603 5,'04, by which
the Division compleated yields in the Quotient 6088072484073 . This lubjoyn ’d to the
. MarginalNumber ,0020 gives the Versed Sine to a sufficient Accuracy ,0020608807 2484073
, The same may as truely be obtain’d by the like Approaches from the other Dividend, or
given Difference 453894280 *164' -. To avoid Prolixity the last Operation may suffice.
Multiply the 4 second correct Diff . ,140053755/ " * by the Quotient 60880724840/ -,
and add the Product 8526574163, " to tfye first Diff . By the Sum 1160282951604, " di¬
vide 45 3894280464 ' , and take the Quotient 3911927515927 from 0021 the nearest greater
Marginal Number , the Remainder ,0020688807248407 ; is the Versed Sine as above, dif¬
fering in Excess only an Unite in the seventeenth Place from the same obtain’d by a deci¬
mal Subdivision, being thereby found ,00206088072484071/.
For the rendring these Operations (which may possibly seem tedious and intricate enough)
more clear and easy, 1 (hall propose another Instance or two in the Nature of Problems.
Suppose a Cylindrical Vessel or Cask contains 139 Gallons, the Axis being plac ’d Ho¬
rizontal , What shall be the Versed Sine or dry part of the Diameter upon the Vacuity of
one Gallon, so much only being drawn out ? ^ th part os the Content , or, (which in this
Case is the lame) of the Area of the Circle being every where suppos’d = 1, is ,0071942446*04316547 : The nearest less Segment in the Table is ,007183 33161604722 against ,0263,
the Diff 1091298826932 / ; the nearest greater against ,0264 is ,00722411955770595
F
*
the
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the Diff. 2987495338940,5 : This added to the former gives
the Tabular first Diffe¬
rence 4078794165873 , by lour or five Figures of which 10913
— divided gives the first
Quotient 2676. By its Atith, Complement 7324 multiply lo many
second mean Difference 37651037/4 % the Product 275756 deduct outFigures of the half
of the first Diffe¬
rence, and by the Remainder 407603660 divide 1091298827 : By the
Quotient 267735288
take out of Tab. I. , 38710785 , which multiply’d by 15492,°°?
the third Difference, makes
5997,078* . Out of Tab. 11. 9,15022126 , which drawn into 8,5806 the
fourth mean Dif¬
ference is 78,5-4- . Out of Tab 111. 4/5 x , 00810 the fifth
Diftere ;ce is ,0344 . To half
the second mean Diff . add the Product of the thirds 997,'°7*%from
the Suni 37657034,1 *4
subtract the Products of the fourth and fifth 78,54*5. the
Remainder 37656955, -7- mul¬
tiply by 732264712 the Atith. Complement of the last Quotient, and
subtract the Product
2757486002 from the first Difference. By the test 4076036679871 renew the
Division of
10912988 , &c. and the Quotient is 267735281265 •, by its Arith.
Complement 732264718735 multiply half the second Difference last corrected; the
take out of the first Difference* by the Residue 40760366798454 Product 27574860276
the Division being per¬
fected renders the Quotient 2677352812669 %which added to the
Marginal Number 0263,
gives 02632677352812669 * the Ver led Sine to as many Figures as
our Table consists of.
But since in this Operation there are only five Differences
ingredient, which do but
exemplify half the Varieties that may occur : I (hall ( to prove the Truth
of this Versed
Sine) compute it from the Segments sot 026 and 027 , supposing
the Table subdivided
only into 500 Parts. The Segment against 026 — ,
00706142069227974 subtracted from
that given 00719424460431654 7 leaves 132823912036807 , and
that given from , 00747042156170274 which stands against 027, leaves 27617695738619,3 . The Sum
of these
two is the first Tabular Difference 40900086942300 . By 409
divide 2762 —, by the
Quotient 675 multiply half the second mean Diff . 3754405984, *% the
Product 25342take from the first Difference, and by the Remainder'4064667
divide 13282391 : With the
Quotient 326769 take out of Tab. I- , 288718 , multiply it by the third
Diff. 15374049, °s»
it produces 4438760 ; Out of Table II. 9,249 drawn into the
fourth mean* Difference
84905/ ^ 45 is 785300 ; Out of Tab. III. 3,2046 x 797,^ 4-7 the fifth
2557 , out of Tab. IV. 191,78 x io/ 0tf 53 rt5 the sixth mean Difference Difference makes
is
second mean Diff . add the Products of the third and sixth ; from the 2034 . To 4. the
Sum 3758846782
deduct the Products of the fourth and fifth, the rest 37580588 6
multiply by the Arith.
Complement of the last Quotient 673231 the Result 253004x7 take from
the first Diff.
With the rest 4064708277 divide 1328239120 , and by the Quotient
32677354 rectify the
Numbers for the third and fourth Differences ( which will yet need
another Correction)
the former will’be found , 28871077 , its Product 4438653 / the
latter 9,24996914 , and
its Product 785377," 4- 7 : These, together with the Products of
the fifth and sixth Diffe¬
rences, apply as above to .4 the second Diff. and it will be ( better
corrected) 3753258737/ .Multiply it by 67322646 the Arith. Complement of the last Quotient,
and deduct the
Product 253002458 out of the first Difference : By the Remainder
40647084484
again
divide 1328239120368 , and by tht Quotient 3267735281 perfect
the
Numbers
for
the
third and all the other Differences : And the Work will stand thus.

54*hX

=

•Jo r thesecond mean Diff . 3754405984,51
9,1499691217
< 3 1X 588710786458 —4438653,8044 Subtr5,h — 797
,96417 x 3, 10467935 ?
Add / 6 ' " X 191,78^464 —
the
' 8 *8= ,00380151 x 4184,964
1034,1477
the ; 7*n - 1801859x47,45971 — 8,5516
C 9* 11= ,000093348 X 805,5
C10 1*’= 0000017117X94011 , = ,2.55x
Sum
Sum
3758846680,9688

785377,1055
- 2557,1196
:
15,9092
0,0712

787950,3095

From this first Sutn 3758846680,9688 having Subtracted 787952,3295
, multiply rhe Re¬

mainder
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malnder 3758058730,6593 by the Arith. Complement of the last Quotient 67522154719,
the Product 27300246203 $71 take out of the first Diff. By the rest 406470844802, e<!}
finish the Division oh 1328 &c. TheQuotient 32677372812670, ’ added to , 026, gives
the Vers’d Sine ,02632677372812670 ' , differing from the former but a sluice in the seven¬
teenth Place.
To render this Method as eafy and clear as possible, I shall superadd the Results of ^
another Example , waving all the gradual Approaches (to avoid Tediousness) being in the
former sufficiently particulariz ’d. Supposing the whole Capacity of the Cylindrical Cask.
1434 Gallons, and One only wanting , What will be the Versed Sine, or the dry part of
the Diameter > T-^ r or - 4^ 8 0f the Area ( — 1) is , 00696864111498277,8 : Out of
this deduct , 00694019241934193 the nearest less Segment , answering to ,0257 the Versed
Sine in the Margin , and there remains 28448695640648 the Dividend.
•
To half the second mean Diff. 78127670,955 TSubt.JT 11 Diff. s =i6o2j, 8i4X, 74J56o5i 7=; 5488144 oi
Add the*s *th 00878x7,808
= ,0774^ the t4 ^' meanDIff. 90867x 9,1989784- - 87,5884
t6 >>>mean Diff . ,000138x1 90, -8= ,0045 C
Sum
38123670,9919

Sum

oi8t

From this first Sum 38123670,9929 Subtract 5772,0285 , and multiply the Remainder
38118098,9644 by 2944636895 the Arith. Complement of the Quotient suppos’d to be
already obtain ’d by former Approaches : The Product 11224396058 deduct from 4033331018437 the first Diff. By the rest 40322087788312 divide 28448695640648 , the Quo¬
tient 707736310747068 siibjoyn’d to 0277 , makes the Versed Sine 0277705 736^3107470,7.
For the Confirmation hereofj and the more ample Illustration of the Certainty of this
Method , 1 shall show that the same is attainable by the Segments for 025 and 026 and
their Differences.
From the given Segment 006968641114982578 take that for ,025 — 0066600055•0507062 , the rest 30863560991195, ® is the Dividend.
To half the second mean-Difference
—
3833498623,115
913,03893 x 4,9078447
=3
4481,0533
Add the) 6* mean
12,6218087 x 186,745338 =
2357,0639
,000124975 x 1220,65
=
, 1533
10 th mean
=2
- ,00000379605 x 91077,6
91077, 6
=
,3483
3
Sum
3833707461,7338

SubtractS a *, mean ^- - 263006,470
X ,450*1,7,84
9.0872
aubtratt
93460,93245
x 90700307 ^.,9 == 73??n
847690,9407
h
/ I th 35
>"
28685
x 72,17 *6634 ° - 16,0879
Loth mean
s=
, 004893037 x 4060,616
19,8687
Sum
8181085,982?

Outof .be
8827324377,7513 multiply by 229446368945 ? ^

.

k/ from the first Difference

obtaWS ’ÆbyApproaches
* theiProduct
87 od6
divide
40141718720912by
the Remainder
4oo5?748
°4 21066 dlvme3

, t9' the
355<Soy?“H"
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, renders it ,025770 !?5363105471,
t >uoticnt 77055353 105471, ! fubioyn ’d to 025
in the leventeenth Place
Unite
an
half
\vVfcd Sine ; exeleding chl formerly
Order (as has been directed and
fame
very
the
in
,
The preceding Rules are applicable
Tables where the Diff . decrease > but
exemplify ’d) to she Logarithms , and to all other
Tangents Secants and Powers , Je c. the
where they increase, as in the Tables of Natural
apply d in the fame Order to the halt
be
to
Products of the Numbers and Differences are
Number is Less or Greater than
second mean Difference , when the rest of the Marginal
when ’tis Greater or Less thanj. .
increase
5, as they are in theofformer
Natural and Versed Sines, and all other whose Differences
But in the Tables
the last found in the Margin of
and decrease alternately , when the next figure succeeding ah the Products of the odd Dif¬
,
the Table is less than 5, if the first Differences decrease
be subtracted from half the second
must
ninth
and
,
ferences , viz. the third , fifth , seventh
, viz. fourth , sixth , eighth , tenth
mean Difference , and all those of the even Differences
. The contrary will obtain when the
must be added ; but if it ^exceed 5, all are to be added
, r - . tT ,
. ,
first Differences encrease .* by the help of, these
of Decimal Interpola¬
Method
a
,
Tables
that
,
Hence ’tis obvious
) less intricate , but so
(probably
and
,
tion is offer’d (perhaps ) as commodious as any other
, the Result wiU
50000
than
more
of
not
consists
accurate , that if the eleventh Difference
Truth ; Ex . gr. Suppose the Space be¬
scarce differ an Unite in the last Figure from the
into ten Parts 1 To avoid TediouinelS
twixt the Segments 0250 and 0266 be to be divided
parts which require most Trouble,
I shall only instance in finding the third and seventh
Method.
the rest being made with more Facility by the fame

—

To half the second mean'Difference--x f

—

=

3d

== 16263006,470

10 th

mean = ,0000037958 ! x 93326,035

l 6tK mean — 12,621808 -}: x 190,612;
Add the<
2228685 ^ x 54,4607417 th5 . =

Sum
s4 th mean
Subtract J 5 th =
the

^ 8 th mean

3833458623,115
5421002,1567
2405,8747
=
12,1376
--3838922043,6383

— 93460,93245 x 9,2084 - =
te
X 3,68-f
913,03893
4156,03326
x
00489305
—
923,56295
,000124951 x

Sum

,?54?

=

860619,4196
3363,0267
= 20,3357
=

>1T 54

864002,8974

, the Remainder being halftbs
From the first Sum 3838922043, ^ 1Subtract 864002,8974
d by 7 == 26866406285,-x 38^subtract
3838058040,74 ° , multiply
119
second Difference correct
rest 3987285465806 ,
from 4014151872091, 1 the first Difference ; The

for 0250 , makes ,0067796'
.856397418, °4*added to ,00666000550507062 the Segment
correct Diff . 3838058040, /4
2406904480,04 the Segment for 0253 . Or half the second
Difference , and the Sum 40256'
x 3 = 11514174122 « » added to 401415, &c. the sirst
00706142069227974 the Seg¬
660462 13,4*' x 7 = 28179662323493, ^ subtracted from
for 0253 as above.
ment for 0260 , leaves 00677962406904480 °! the Segment
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Again for ,0257
To half the second mean Difference
.2833498623,115
913,03893 x 3,68 -1--jth
3363,0267
12,6218084
=
>6 th mean
2405,8747
=
190,6125
x
Add the< i th
, 1*54
—
923,56295
*
,000124951
.10 th mean =
,000003795875 x 93326,035 — 3543

Sum
3d
Subtract J 4 th mean
17 th
the
8th mean

:

3833504392,486s

5421002,1567
l626 ; 006,4^° X y ,
93460,93245 X 9,208y — 860619,4196
— 12,1376
,22286855 X 54,4607 .;= 20,3357
■
4156,03326
X
,00489305
Sum

6281654,0496

Out of the Sum 3833504392,4861 subtract the third , fourth , seventh and eighth Pro¬
ducts = 6281654,0496 : The Residue 3827222738,4365 ( the half second correct Disk. )
* 3 =: 11481668215, ;' deduct from 40141518720912 the first Difference, the Remain¬
der 40026702038758, ? x 7 =* 28018691427131, 33 added to ,00666000550507062 the
Segment for 0250 gives ,00694019241934193, 1 the Segment for 0257 - Or half the second
Difference correct x 7 — 26790559169,0555 added to the first Difference, and the Sum
40409424312602,5s x 3 = 121 228272937807/5 taken out of ,00706142069227974
the Segment for 0260 , leaves ,00694019241934193 / the Segment for 0257 true m the
seventeenth Place.
Hereby also not only Bisection and Quinquesection , but likewise Quinquagesimal , Cen¬
tesimal, Millesimal , &c. Interpolations may be perform 'd with as much , or possibly
more Conveniency and Accuracy than by any other Method , but the last Instances suffi¬
ciently explain and are expressive of all the Varieties of the Rule.
But to give a more full and satisfactory Evidence of the singular Advantage that may
sie made of this Method depending upon these eight short Tables , I have (at the Condusion^ given a Specimen of their Application to the composing of Logarithms , which renders
tt evident, that hereby, together with the Assistance of a short Table of Logarithms annex’d to the end of the Tables, ’tis possible to make out the Logarithm to any Natural
Number propos’d, or to find the Natural Number for any Logarithm given, to the utmost
Extent of that Table , i. e. to sixty-one Figures , with as much Eale and Conveniency
(perhaps ) as by any other Method.
The common Uses to which these Tables of Segments are ordinarily apply ’d, being
comprehended in those already exemplify ’d, need not beany further insisted on : I shall
therefore specify some more uncommon , wherein the Usefulness of the Table of Seg¬
ments will more eminently appear , particularly such as relate to the finding the Solidity
of the primary Sections of an Erect Cone.
PROBLEM

I.

the Cone ABD Fig. 1 . be cut thro ' the Vertex A by the Plane HAG, and thro ’ the
in the Choi;d Line HG, limiting the Segment HDG , which is the Base of the inclitng Pyramid HGAD , That ins no other than a Pyramid is evident 3- for the Base HDG
is
G ,

j.

ale
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is a Plane (per Hypotbesm) so also is HGA, which , together with an infinite Number of
AtuHt- fiyi'cL. narrow
Planes or^Triangles whose lides constitute the Circular part of the Superficies, do
J meet
in a Point in the Vertex A ( which is the proper Definition of a Pyramid {Des. 12.
e XI.) The perpendicular or Altitude of this Pyramid AC is the same with the Axis of the
Cone , therefore (per 6 and 7 e XII ) -I- AC the Altitude into the Base, i. e. the Circles Seg¬
ment HDG , will be = the Solidity of the Cone’s Section HGAD . Let the Diameter of
the Circle which is the Cone’s Base BD — RS be 38,5 — d, its Altitude or Axis AC =
91 —p, and the Vers’dSine DE = 14,7 — c : Then
— | 4r — 38181818181818182 the
Tabular Versed Sine : The Segment answering thereto taken out of the Table by a due Pro¬
portion is , 35293932354170010, ' — 8, which multiply ’d by the Area of the Circle or
Cone’s Base = 1164,156427695867757 — ddn, and the Product 408,548269232309936
by -f AC the Altitude —
makes 12392,63083338006806 —
Solidity of the
Section HGAD . Note, the Number ,78539816339744831 is put = n, being the Area of
the Circle whose Diameter is 1.

PROBLEM

II.

Suppose the Cone again cut by the Plane HGI parallel to the Side BA : Then will the
Section HGI A be ( as is evident per Problem I .) a reclining Pyramid , its Base HGI is a Pa¬
rabola, its Altitude AK = EV -, BE = BD — DE = d — c = 23,8 ; HE' or EG' - BE
x ED — dc — cc 349,86
=
, and the Chord HG — 2Vdc — cc 37,4090898044846849.
=
In the Similar Triangles BDA,EDI ; BD : BA : : ED : El, whence El = — x BA, conse¬
quently the Area of the Parabola HGI , being = f El x HG , is = BA x
the Similar Triangles BCA,BEV ; BA : AC : : BE : EV = ? AK

=

dc — cc: In
the Pyramids Al¬

titude , therefore (per 6 and 7 e XII ) the Solidity of the Parabolic fyramid

=

3

AKx the

Area

of the Parabola HGI= i &LZJWi Vdc— cc—
Ax 9a
PROBLEM

—

9d

take the Parabolic Pyramid HGAI =

— cc there will remain p— l— £f-- T ^ Lydc —cc — the Parabolic
'_

3

Segment HGIDH — i ' nS — £ c ct_

GE*.

III.

Out of the Conical Pyramid HGDA —

_ t?dc-4 fee

HGIAG is

_

9 ^_

Vdc — cc x j -p V
—

x 408,548269232309936

—.

3«

-226,631067688259946
- 5518,155113J 02 84973 ‘ •
Tho ’ it might have been excusable to have expatiated to a far greater length in the
Demonstration and Illustration of these uncommon Problems (having a different Demon¬
stration at hand , perhaps more clear , however more copious and prolix , and requiring
more Schemes to explain it) I judg ’d this, as more short and concise, to be the more
eligible , and (I doubt not) more acceptable to the Judicious , and shall therefore proceed
upon the fame Principles : But before I enter upon other Problems, it may not be improper
to accommodate the preceding to ordinary Practice , which will be a more ample Illustration
thereof .
Suppose

*
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Suppose BOXD (the Trtincus or Frustum of the Cone ABD) a Conical Vessel or Cask,
rX = tO = CF = 32,7 — p, the greater Diameter BD — 38,5 — d%the

whose Length
less

, then Dr —CD — Cr ( = FX) —
OX = 29,7 —/ ■

- ; In the similar Triangles

f = the Axis of the Cone :
=
DrX,DCA J Dr : rX : : DC : CA = j ^ -f 143,062
Suppose BO the lower side of the Cask plac’d Horizontal, DE the greatest Depth of Va¬
cuity or Vers’d Sine = 14,7 = c : Then the Area of the Segment HGD will be ( as before
Vrob.r .) — 408,5:48269232309956 — ddnS, and all the rest (except the Cone’s Axis) the

fame, consequently the Parabolic Section or

Crnieus

HGIDH - ddnS— ~} c 4- -iff Ydc^ cc

47,6875 - 8675.! 76'5486?i88 ; 898.
* ^ rTf = 181,91720154404999x
so sind the less Cuueus I iiq XI : Dr —EI, therefore Ir —X/> = ED — 2Dr —c — df- - f
—,
=,y T1986^ 5,9 the Vers’d Sine or least Depth of the Vacuity call it S. c
*5319869319865,3 the Tabular Vers’d Sine: TheSegmept answering it is ,141008385525•41904 —x, which being reduc’d to its proper Diameter or multlply’d by ffn is — 97,68^*462522929017 = ffnx. Dr

: rX : : XF : FA = —jy . the Axis — 110,3625, hence

—
’luqYA will be — ffnx S
the Solidity of the Parabolic Cimeus

■+•

Vf $ •—SS

97,6894625229017 - 6,ZOZA28I705948Z726X I 1,849894514984289x36,H75

3«- 3J
= 845,692338031060185 which subtracted from HGIDH = 8675, 17654863188390
leaves Xn - HGD—782 9,4842106 0082372, the true Vacui ty. 1f the greater part q u GHBO,
7;*£. the Quantity contain’d, be requir’d immediately; then let the greater Segment HGii
= ,64906067645829989,8 be term’d Z , which reduc’d to its proper Diameter will be
ddnZ = 755,6081584635578208 : Then will the greater part of the Cone BHGIAB be
982,2Z9226151817766X 47,6875 —4684a,= ddnZf - ± c — ^Vdc —cc x
put — z, which reduc’d
= ,
*5330971148097: The Segment Oh q85899161447458096
and drawn into ffn is 595,1024034 28326198 -, then will the greater part Ow-glAO be ==
— ffi 1* 4- r s — ^

—
—* ss * JI ^ Tf 669,803287275589255

x 36,7875 =

24640,38843065073973, which deducted from BHGIAB — 46840,53309711480975
HG '= 22200,14466646407002 the Quantity contain’d or remaining.

leaves BOuq

p R 0 B L E M IV.
1. cut by a Plane passing thro’ the Vertex A and the Base
Suppose<he Cone ABD
the Chord Line MN , and again cut by another Plane MNP parallel to the Axis CA;
Let BL = 6,2 the Vers’d Sine be s= c, •—- = -n -V —, 16103 896103896104 is the Tabular
Versed she ; the Segment suited to it is ,104246668723*20591 — 8, which reduc’d to
, which mul¬
==
that Diameter, i. e, drawn isto ddni will be ddvS 121,359429460001939
tiply’d

in

24
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tiply’d by
bv y-!■CA the
tbe Altitude --- yV becomes
oecomes 3681,236026953392159 =
~ rl
,Uu«u Ki
±pddnS
,*.
(per
f (.0f n6i .)- = the
■ Conical
~
• :J BAMNB:
djUWK.
Th
inclining
Hale MNP
Pyramid
MNP of
of the
thf> rprlininc*
The* Base
reclining
Pyramid PMNAP is an Hyperbola its Altitude TA = LC
d — 6 is 13,25; for Brevity put it -- b
S ;\ the Chord MN — 2/bL x LD = r <
f do—
cc —^ 801,04 — 283026500-52601081476 —g\ In the Similar Triangles BCA, BLP j BC : CA : : BL : LP --- ~?J- =
= ia .ui . <= 1-LV4 29
=
309090909090909. To find the Area of the Hyperbola MNP,
in Fig. 2. ( being of the fame Dimensions) AB,AD are the Asymptotes
=
the
Sides of the
Cone, MN the Ordinate -

g,

AP the transverse Semidiameter= TP = p Æ
—

PY

ss

LC = b theSemiconjugate, LB - LD the Semiordinate extended to the Asymptotes =
BC = a d Let
.
the Logarithm of
= 2,5594885077624935 taken out of BriggPs
Tables ( or those at the latter end, by the Method herein prescrib’d) =a ,4081531838856-63049 — /, be mulriply’d by 2,30258509299404568 = L the natural Logarithm of
10 j The Product Li - ,93980743687318528 drawn into=
805,066363636 Lcc. and that Product 756,60735573190^644 subtracted from ALx LM, i. e. half

pg 1287,770577393349207
—
, the Remainder pg—
—
531,163221671441563
is
the Area of the Hyperbola MNP — the Base of the reclining Pyramid MNPAM . The
Demonstration hereof would be too tedious, and not so proper for this Place, it being
the Reverse of Mercators
( rather of a more general) Quadrature of the Hyperbola
or
, illu¬
strated by Dr . Wallus Philos. Travs N ° 38. This Base MNP - 4pZ — dibkbL drawn
into i of the Altitude TA - LC, i. e. j - b 4,35
=
, produces (per Problem 2 .) ^pbg —
ibbLl

iPtfLl

2310,5600142707751 = the Solidity of the Hyperbolic
x ’5 ■
3d or
" -sb
iL d
Pyramid MNPAM . Deduct this (per Prob. %.) from the Conicfl Pyramid BAMNB -3681,236026953392159 — 4 pddnS^ the Remainder 1370,6760126826170 = jbp x
ddnS v— bgfis the Solidity of the Hyperbolic Cumus BMNPB.
For the better
Illustration of this Problem
, and the rendring it more practicable, supposea Cask BDOX
the Frustum of a Cone, whose Length Ot — CF is 32,7 — p, the Diameter of the
greater End or Head BD = 38,5 = d, of the less OX = 29,7 --- / : Supposing the Axis
CF plac’d horizontal, LD is the greatest Depth of the Liquor, BL of the Vacuity —c
— 6,2

the

Vers ’fl Sine

Cone CA (as in

, the

Segment

and

the

rest

the

fame

as above

, only

the

Axis

of

the

3 . latter Ex .) —
—14 ^ 0625. Hence the Hyperbolic Cu¬
-TrzX
„
„ •
rt evs BMNPB = — —>x ddnS —
-bk
+
~
r
=
47,6875
x
45,1871212972291?^
3d— 3/
= t=
= 2154,8608468616142. For the less Cuveus OæcP , BC — tC (i. e.) OF) B
tL
=
OW
~cjr
ld A- -4/
--i,8
the
Vers
’d Sine or
-J' — -’/ = 4j4, and BL — ft—
* least
Prob.

©
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-- %\; .f06060626
--- ,

Lcc. the Tabulat Vers’d

Sine, whence the Segment s— 02486564765609778
,
, which re due d to its proper piatneter, r. e. drawn into //k becomes 17,225332854022532,6
— / / «/ , this multiply d by
•f

of the Axis

FA = — ^ -—7 = ~
3d — 3/

=
=

,~-1 36,7875
=

, is the Conical Pyramid OacAO

3_

— 633,676932367353919.

The Chord ac — 2/OW

x WX =

+1 / / - Cc - 4 ^ .- --- 2 < 50,22 = 14,1732141732212598 = ? : Put the Line
IVP --- LC t= 4. i c— = b as before, and the Logarithm of
^r . e. of 1,6809660*
2Vrfc

•602766766 multiply’d by 2,30258 8tc. is LZ sa , 519?68664024365015, then will the
Area of the Hyperbola

Fae=
4 .g—2jJJd

124,752977256563796

he the

which drawn into 4 5 the Altitude = 4,35 becomes ~b q — ~

Safe;

^ 542>*

■675451066052513 the Hyperbolic Pyramid P <* eAP , which taken from the Conical
Pyramid OAeaO

equal to

633,67693236735391 * there remains ^0

* ss n/ —ibg + •—■
j -—-- = 91,001481301301406 the

Hyperbolic

Ctmem

^

PaeOP,

and this deducted from the greater Cuneus PMNBP , leaves the Trnmis BMN a e OB
equal to 2063,8593655603128 , being the whole Vacuity or empty part of the Cask

±L
U - lf xdditS 4— .
'= Yd- if xdinS

-p

Ll

±L
3d •

- ±bdg + 2b *Ll-

jxffns-

fins

±bq + lijJJ.

-b ±bsq -

zbiLl

-

By this

Theorem the Result may be immediately obtain ’d without making out several of the con¬
stitutive Parts before particulariz ’d.
. If the greater Part DX a e NMD , in this Cafe the Quantity of Liquor remaining, he
immediately requir’d, let the greater Segment MND — , 89575333127679409 be == Z,
Which redue’d to its proper Diameter is ddnZ = 1042,796998235865817, then will the
greater part of the Cone MNP ADM be = —

x ddnZ 4- 4-bg — *- lJd —

53360,8487988850794: ^ the less Circle OX, let the greater Segment a e X = , 97513•635234390222 be —z ted ue’d atis 675,5665330972326 468 = / / » Hence the greater
part PcstXAP is

ffnz

+ ±bq 25395,279287380493507
:
This taken from the former MNPADM leaves the greater part of the Fnijlmn DXaeMDN
ot

the Quantity remaining

x d s nZ 4- 4,dbg -2

b3L 1-3 /

«z 4— -// / q -+• 2 b *11

^965,7695115045828.

H
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But since this Problem may possibly be of considerable Use in gauging of a Conical
Cask , I have computed a Table ( which immediately follows that of the Segments ) for
the more expeditious Solution hereof. It consists only of 500 Numbers , which are sufsicient for this Purpose , since being compriz ’d within the narrow Limits of and f , a
more minute Subdivision might stem superfluous : It may be easily conceiv’d how operose
and tedious a Task the composing this Table must necessarily be, since every Number cal¬
culated was the Quotient obtain ’d from the Result of the whole preceding Operation , as
the Dividend ; and the Product of the Cone’s A*is, the Vers’d Sine, and the Segment re*
due’d divided by the Semidiameter of the Base, as the Divisor. The calculating every
Tenth to zoo , every Fifth from thence to 440, every Second from that to 470 , and every
single Number thence to the end was unavoidable . The Intermediate were obtain ’d by
Interpolation . In the Use of the Table the proportional part is found in the same man¬
ner as in the Table of Segments , only the Correction dedue’d from the inferiour Diffe¬
rences is to be apply ’d to half the Second mean Difference the contrary way , since the
Differences here increase, viz. when the remaining part of the Vers’d Sine or Marginal
Number is less than 5, the Products of the third , fourth , seventh and eighth must be sub¬
tracted , the rest added, &c. Let the first Example in Prob. 4 . be admitted , where the
Vers’d Sine is TeTV — ,16103896103896104 , with which enter the Table , the Number
next less answering 161 is ,38535720943960953 . To half the second mean Difference
91406768,55°*s add the Fifth = ,01673 x 7,8278 = ,13098 . From the Sum 914.06768, " ' " subtract the Sum of the Third = 55563, " " x ,768398268 ----- 42695, -78- ,
and of the Fourth 25,66007 x 8,4»" 4- = 217,8373 . The Remainder 91363855, " "
the half second Difference correct , multiply ’d by 961038961039 the Arith. Complement
of the rest of the Vers’d Sine, and the Product 8780422490, 6 subtracted from the first
Diff . 10370844442413 leaves 10362064019922,4 : This drawn into 03896103896104
the Residue of the Vers’d Sine, produces 403716779997 the true proportional part , which
deducted from ,38535720943960953 , the Tabular Number against 161, leaves ,38535317227180956 the true Tabular Number required , which call T. Multiply this by the
Product of the Axis of the Hyperbola=

= ’ VVV
\ or - -ff ’-, and of the Segment

redue’d 121,359429460001939 , i. e. 2pcd *nS 3556,93455071860228
=
: The Result
will be 1370,67601268261709 theSolidity of the Hyperbolic Cimera BMNPB = 2pcdnST t
not exceeding that found by the other Operation an Unite in the seventeenth Figure.
In the second Case where the Axis of the Cone is
,38535317227180956

— 143,0625 : The same Number

= T drawn into 5591,9115292547257

----

produces

2154,86084686161435 = 7.p cd djn jyr^ exceeding that got by the former Operation but
in the seventeenth Place . In the next Cafe, where the Diameter OX is 29,7, and the
Vers’d Sine
— ,060606 8tc. the Number thereby taken out of the Table by a due
Proportion ib,39492375498608506 = T, which multiply ’d by the Product of double the
Axis FA 220,725 into the Vers’d Sine c = ,06060606 8cc. into the Segment redue ’d
17,2253328540225326 , which will be

yjcfffnjjr 7,001481301301407
§
d —1

, greater

^

230,427/5406310515 , produces

by an Unite

in the 17th Figure.
lo
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d.

To illustrate both these Operations more effectually , I shall propose another Instance
Very near the latter end of the Table . Suppose the Cone Ftg, 1 . the same in all its Di¬
mensions but the part of the Diameter of the Base BL (cut off by the Plane MNP paral¬
lel

to the Axis) = 18,74 9 c, the Tabular Vers’d Sine ~ — 4444

= ,486753246753-

-24675 ; hence the Tabular Segment is fo und ,48313568322605607 --- 8, reduc ’d ’tis
— gy' and
—
562,44551107684781,' 123— ddnS h2 Vdc— cc 38,4864859398724528
jjft * or

— 75,4769469998749538 , the Natural Logarithm whereof is 4,32382-

■1466747547; andJiwtf

?*

--= ,02979532526972170 ; and half bg 9,814053

■727187991645 = LZ j

+

= 47,-

=
- rh JJ2,66125248745006046

-6875 is = 26355,0334779952747 = the Solidity of the Hyperbolic Cuneus BMNPB.
In the Operation by the Table , the most considerable part of the Labour is the pro¬
portioning the Number , which requires to be a little insisted on, with as much Conciseness and Brevity as the Matter will admit.
—
To half the second mean Difference
42207792208
x
1207577,213
C36 =
x 187,79826
—,
Add tW 6thmean 7620935

X 67,94185
S ^ th — ,0176181
x 91656,73
£io th mean — ,0000010270

Sum
Subtract
the

460971277,8425
— 509691,6809
I43,il ? 8
—
ess
—

1,1970
, 0941

461481113,934;

4 th mean = 4990,77025 x 9,107775342 = 45454,8142
276,5687
--x 4,613029
—
' 5th 46,94717
2,2737
--,8 -b mean --- ,000556365 X 4086,5794
1149,915
,024;
Ark. — ,002021169 x
Sum
45673,6809

Out of the first Sum 461481113,9343 Subtract the latter 45673,6809 : The rest 461435-440,2534 (which is the half second Difference correct ) multiply ’d by 2467532467532
the Arith . Complement of the Tabular Vers’d Sine : The Product 7738606930,5 deducted
from 2283692522590, 1the first Difference j and the Residue 2282553975659,6 drawn
into 753246753246753 the rest of the Vers’d Sine : The Product 17193263260812/
subtracted from 33662032269912756 the Number in the Table against 486 , leaves
33644839006651943,4 the Number requif ’d answering to the Vers’d Sine ,4867532467*5324675 : Which may be otherwise obtain ’d, if the half second correct Difference bo
drawn into 7532467 &c.* the rest of the Vers’d Sine ; and the FaSus 3475747472/4 added
to the first Difference, and the Sum 2287168270062, >4 multiply ’d by the Arith . Com¬
plement 246753 &c. .The Product 5643661965088,4 added to 33639195344686855
Number against 487 , makes , 3364483900665194 ?/ exactly the lame as above --- T.
T bis multiply ’d by.( 2/7c = 5367,9875 x dnS 14,6089743136843588 ) = 78333,06462925042s produces lycdnST = 26355,0334779952745 the Hyperbolic Cmeus, less
_
2 than the former in the eighteenth Figure .
'
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The Preceding Problems are the most obvious and common of this kind, and conse¬
quently (in Probability ) most useful * yet , it must be acknowledge , they are no more
than particular Cases * therefore I shall offer another more general , which may extend
to all other possible Positions of a Cask of this Form.
r ©

V.

PROBLEM

Suppose a Cone ABD, Fig. 3 . cut by a Plane GH 1, passing thro ’ the Base in the LineGH,
intersecting the one Side BA in the Point I, and the other Side AD extended beyond the
Vertex in O * the Superficies of the Section upon the Cone will be an Hyperbola, whose
Transverse Diameter is 01 : Or suppose a Conical Cask so posited, that the Superficies of
the Liquor remaining in it cut the Heads in the Lines HG and * *: To find the Vacuity
L.
the Quantity remaining GHD
GHBK eor
TheDiameters of the Greater Circle BD = 38,5 = D , of the Less KL = 29,7 = /.
And since it
The Vers’d Sine BE or greatest Depth of the Vacuity = 21 ,6 c:=
by a Le¬
measur’d,
actually
may be reasonably suppos’d the least KY cannot be
to El,
Parallel
therefore
is
which
,
BW
Line
vel from B draw the Horizontal
or
Difference
the
x
—
7,8008
=
WK
is
Then
:
W
and extend the Line KL unto
Given
Vacuity.
the
of
Depths
least
and
the Vers’d Sines, or of the greatest
A Perpendicular from B to the Line WK , viz. BM is the Length of the Cask =
= b.
=
KF = He 32,7
X.
WB = EY --- 33,572
Line
Horizontal
' ' The
8,8
'the Difference of the Diameters BD — KL , i. e. D — / = d =
_
_
p
■Pb
the Axis of the Cone AC
143,0625.
=
— P

= 2BF.

= 110,2508.
fD * — dc G=
= 153,41624.
=
— 2 cx R
J Dx fie
=
the Quantities < VO c —cc H
For Brevity,
put

= v' 365,04 = 19,10601999370878916594.

Vdx — xx k—

= Yi ,79455936 — 2,7918738080364*

. 5922953.
V
the Logarithm of

taken out of the common , or Brjggs's Tables --- /.

the Natural Logarithm of 10 — 2,302585092994045684 = L.
the Area ofthe Circle ’s Segment BGH taken out of the Table of Segments ---- S,
^the Number ,785398 i6339744 8?° 96 --- ».
Then will the Solidity of the Hyperbolic

Cutteus

BFIGIB be = ^ P xD 1n S —b

- ~ ~

If the Area of the Circle’s Segment GHD found in the Table be put = Z , then will the
Solidity of the greater part of the Cone DGHIAD be = ^ P xZ ) *« Z -F
By the fame Theorem may both the Parts of the less Cone AKL be obtain’d, only in¬
29,7 ; and for
stead of the greater Diameter LD ----- D substitute the less KL
the
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the greater Versed Sine BE = c, the less KY = v — 13,7992 .
ttrrin the same.

s the Axis of the Cone SA = V

All the other Data re-

== P = 110,3625.

C/x

the Quantities

Put (

— dv = £ = 110,9508 = G
k is the fame,
-f dv 2xv r= = 157,82712128.
C V] 'v — v i := b219,41831936
=^
--- 14,8127755454539984061.

the Logarithm of rJ k ?H taken out of Brings's Tables , or those at
the end
&
I hereof — I
\the Segment K« * taken out of the Table = / .
Then the Solidity of theHy perbolicCur.eus K* *1K will be — y P * / / «/ — 9^.
y "f
3*
If the Segment L * * be put - r , then the Solidity of the greater part L « e
IAL will

be

P

rbg Llg*
x/ / »* + *n
% 4/* }‘

Abts, That whether I, the Vertex of the Section, fall betwixt B and E, or
betwixt
K and A, it causes no Alteration in the Theorem ; but if it be coincident with
K,
the less Vers’d Sine KY or v vani/heth, and c mult be every where substituted than
in the
Place of x.
The Illustration hereof, tho’ far more laborious than the former, ought not to be
declin’d : But the deduction of the several Parts of the Theorem would require more
and
larger Schemes, and be too prolix and tedious to be here particularly insisted
on. It will
only be proper and convenient to Ihew whence some of the most necessary
constitutive
Parts are deriv’d, proceeding in the fame Order as in the former.
The Semiordinate of the Hyperbola EG = EH — VBE x ED = VDc —
cc will
be
. *9jI 0601999370878916594 --- H. The Axis of the
5=1330,3900689826807605.
The Transverse Semidiameter IP —
Semidiameter ZI = XI =
the

Asymptotes

NE

= ES =

Hyperbola

PE = ~~ =

--- 237,4309878627956206 : The Conjugate

= 19,744946867340686928966 : The Semiordinate to
=

27,475496843444101881061 . Divide the Sum of

the Semiordinates by the Conjugate Semidiameter , and the Quote
= iLiyLlli
Vviil be 2,3 39161417 3549 123275 32, the Number to
which a Logarithm must be adapted ;
^hich dedue’d from the Tables at the latter end is 0,372757656980636772437 =
/■
This niultiply ’d by 2,302585 8tc. = Lisreduc ’d 100,8583062242630021049875 —
the Natural or Hyperbolic Logarithm . From the Rectangle of the
AxisandSemiordinueof
the Hyperbola PE x EH, subtract the Product of this Logarithm into that of the
Transverse
>and Conjugate Semidiameters , r\ e. Ll x PI x IX ; The Remainder will be
the Area of
1
the
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the Hyperbola GHI
8886798
D b-

t=s ~~

—

— 6 31 2,4392637059246825 —402 ?,7.930C0333-

2288,6462633720360027 : This muhiply ’d by

db1
3 d x.

G±

4,067694807194805195 .

3 dx>

L.

of the Perpendicular AT

The Product ——7 — ii~ -dk*
rr —

~ 9309,71471644693747 is the Hyperbolic Pyramid IGHAI.
By the Tabular Vers’d Sine - - =

= ,561038961038961039 ; or rather by its

Complement ,43896103896103896 , rake out of the Table , by a due Proportion , the
Segment ,422476251739940578 *-, the Artth. Complement whereof , 577523748260059422
= S being drawn into D 1 n is D 1 n S 672,327983683978399
=
5 and this into f the
Cone’s Altitude = f P = 47,6875 produces f PD l «S — 32061,64072192876614 the
Conical Pyramid BGHAB : From which deducting the Hyperbolic Pyjamid IGHAI =
=

93

09,514 ^ ^ 4693274 ,

■jP x

the

4- — ~

Remainder

equal to

— 22752,12620548183340 , is the Hyperbolic Cmeus-'

BGHIB . This might have been more readily obtairi’d from the Theorem immediately,
but then the Reason and Method of the Operation had not been fo evident.
The greater Part of the Cone DGHIAD may be thus found , assuming the Segment of
DGH = Z = ,4224762517 Lcc. (as before) which reduced is D 7nZ 491,828440—
.11909358 : This drawn into | P becomes f PD *« Z — 23454,0689238179275 the Co¬
nical Pyramid DGHAD : To it adding the Hyperbolic Pyramid IGHAI = 9309,51451644*
.69327 , it makes 32763,5834402648602 = --? P * D ' vZ 4the greater
Part or Segment of the Cone DGHIAD.
In the less Cone AKL, the Quantities
G , and the Transverse and Conjugate Semidiameters are the fame : The Axis of the HyperbolaVY 296,81806898268= —-=
.07605 : The Setniordinate to the HyperbolaY<*
.7755454539984061
.36230354076426516

= gY = Yfv — v %= h =
14,812-

: The Semiordinate to the Asymptotes Y « = Y £ = JL 24,68~
: The Sum of the Semiordinates *Y 4 - Y^ divided by the Conju¬

gate Semidiameter IX quotes r-^ ~ M

— 2,0003294435899965175

, the Number for

which the Logarithm , according to Briggs’s Tables , is 0,3011015275393304119
= I,
which reduc’d to the Hyperbolic or natural Form is , 6933118887897983240474 = Ll
This multiply ’d by

— 4688,0622400111110474 , the Product

.928638623624 deducted from
.892952877
bs

— ~

— ~ yr

= 4396,6994 ^36755315295 , leaves 1146,4101472the Area of the Hyperbola « SI ; which drawn into ^

4,067694 ^05,194805195 or 40s the Perpendicular AT, produces \ hk

to 4662,24660075127793

= 3250,28*

== the Hyperbolic Pyramid I * s AL

— j^

Jequal0?
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By the

-

—,
Tabular Vets’d Sine y- = ~-’^ y 4646195286195286195

3*
, the Segment

=
,454989806248018566 = / is found in the Table * reduc’d ’tis ffns 315,213236-8593787003 : This drawn into 36,7875 = $.p or 4 of the Axis, the Product \pffns
= 11595,9969509643939 is the Conical Pyramid K * *-AK : Out of which take the

--777 —4663,2466&c. The Residue■! P
—
I i k }a

I * *Al =
Hyperbolic Pyramid
J oka
LIG^

+
6932,66035021311601 is the Hyperbolic CuncusK * t Iv! ;
T/* r
2/ £.*
which subtracted from the greater Cum em BGH1B — 22752,1262054818334 , leaves
15819,4658552687174 — the Tr mucus GH * sKB or the Vacuity.
If the Quantity remaining DGH * *LD be requir ’d, the Segment L * s = ,54501019•3751961434 (the Arith . Complement of the Segment for K *0 — e, reduc’d is //we
makes ?.pff we
—
= 377,578629091876479 , multiply ’d by 4 of the Axis = \p 36,7875
^ 13890,17381771740597 the Conical Pyramid A « e LA : To which add the Hyperbo¬

xsfns

r_h_ G

Al =

le Pyramid

=

4663,24660075127793 , and the Sum

is the greater partorSeg— Jir/
+
>8553,4204184686839 = -IP x //we
ment of the less Cone I <*SLAI : This deducted from 32763,5834402648602 equal to

y P x D l n S4 - -

•— 4 ^ 1 the greater Segment DGIAD , there remains the Truncus

the Quantity remaining in the Cask.
—
DGH tiLD 14210,1630217961763
This last Problem ( I presume) was never before expos’d to publick View, though the
two preceding have been by One, to whom they were voluntarily and out of pure Civi¬
lity communicated , I not in the least suspecting his Design to print ’em : But I was much
more surpri2 °d to fee them come out so invidiously misrepresented^and disguis’d, as if on
purpose to render them unserviceable, and detract from or prejudfee the Author ’s Repumtion, of whom , in his Preface, so flight and undervaluing a Mention is made.
*

P R O B L E M VI.

Suppose a Cone ABD, Fig. 4 . cut by Planes, BS, KE, LM intersecting both its Sides
Or (which is a common Cafe) suppose a Conical Tun lo inclin’d, that the Surface of the
Liquor , when covering the bottom BD , shall extend to the Point S, being represented
by the Line BS, which limits the Uvgvla BDS : But if the Liquor do not alcend 10 th8kfHeight , but suppose only to E, then its Superficies is terminated by the Line FGH , leaving
so much of the Diameter of the Tuns bottom dry as is contain’d betwixt B and G. To
find the rrue solid Capacity of . or the just Quantity contain ’d in, that Section of the N .-EFHDE . ( 1. Cafe.) When the bottom of the Tun is wider.
_
C the Lower or Greater Diameter of the Ungvila BD = b =3 38,5
,785398 8tc,
9 w
=
VS = d 31
Given < tI,e Upper or Less Diameter
=
j the Depth of the Ungula or nearest Distance of its Diameters Sa = p18,2.
(. the Depth of the Section taken also perpendicular to the bottom E n 5S C = 12 , 1 .
Put

{•
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V\-b lV- ~ dpj - - E * -j- p * = £
I - cd
pi ■“ cb-

—
88
/ the Transverse Diameter of theUvgulci
= 39,227573210689442293.

) ,51373626p ~ Z~ £ =
the Upper Diameter of the Section LE = r--3736263736
is BD = b and Vers’d Sine
the Tabular Segment of the Circle whose Diameter
€b
DG or ~ = S =3 ,706008515772565266.
is KE =
the Tabular Segment of the Circle whole Diameter
EG or p

and Vers’d Sine

Z = ,645082040022501621.
* bbS —

be —
Then will the Solidity of the Uvguhr Section EFHDE

Impropriety may be term’d ) 3
The Illustration, which is equivalent to ( and without
Demonstration, follows.
the Tabular Vers’d Sine — = 44 -. = ,6648:
The Vers’d Sine DG = —■Hence
the Segment taken out of the
-35164835164835 : By the Arith. Compliment whereof
of it ,706008515772565266
Table is , 293991484227434734 - The Arith ' Complement
. And this by
—
821,904351644651287
bbnS
= 8 multiply 'd by bbn is redue’d to

r AC = 3T- II

= SV +r becomes

— 25597,92796432920696the Conical

Pyramid AFHDA.

sipju =
is ~
—
The Vers’d Sine EG = ~~ divided by EK its Diameter
By its Arith. Component is found
— ,6149684400360685302 the Tabular Vers’d Sine.
— Z , which drawn into EK? x n
<as’ before ^ the Segfaenc ,645082040022501621
=
—
x n 911,1922618747556=
— CA. 1 x n 1160,1660206756170319
Diameter is EK an- Vers’d Sine EG :
-595 the Area of the Segment of the Circle whose
= ~ g- : is to ire Conjugate Di¬
Then as the Transverse Diameter of the Ellipsis EK
h ' g ' nZ

: to the Segment of the

ameter ~ - Vbd : : fo is the Segment of the Circle
Ellipsis EFH — — gnjp^

—
802,4718247089497688

by the Perpendicular. AR =

"
pT ^ Tg 79,218260738430

. One third hereof multiply ’d
! 299 is 21350,63511328-

the Co*
the Elliptical Pyramid AFHEA ; which deducted from
the UnguU EFHDE = 4245,2928'
pical Pyramid AFHDA leaves the Section or part of
T,
b2o __ hJZjTbH.
00 ^ 62337 -- -ttllLl ... pkh' nZsiJJ. __
■ J “e R e
dd

.758358

=

-5 ! 04102 5 37

3^ — 3d

ibd * — id >

Ib — id

X 00

obtain’d. From b 1S equal to
suit whereof in Numbers may be somewhat more readily
1046,-

%

33
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*046,481122503884865

subtract kU^ lA equal to 872,91371 ^22320448S : The Re¬

mainder 173,567406280680377

multiply ’d by ~ Ai” 24,45904413744853469
=

will produce 4245,292851041623365 the parr , of the XJngvla FJFHDE requir’d : Hereby
It will appear what Proportion this .part bears to the whole Ungula DBS , which in the
fame Terms is

x ^ — dV bd 10059,7810645407835647
—

PDA is 36254,4181727330905457
BSA =

—

% bb, from

x dV bd 26194,6371081923069810
=

: The whole Cone

which the Elliptic Cone

being taken , leaves 10059,-

*7810645407835647 the Uttgula BDS ; which may more easily be obtain’d, near enough
for ordinary Practice , by this Approximation , BDS near —
or fpUrn

x &+

2. Case. When

-;

* b*4+ - -d*f- ^bd- y

■v- --5*

lb ~\ - id

the lower or• bottom Diameter is the less.

All the given Parts being the fame, only the Depth of the Section VLN , or the nearest
Distance of its Upper and Lower Diameters V 5 - -- f 6,1
=
. The Transverse Di¬
ameter of the Uttgul<
* BS ----- F as before. The Upper Diameter of the Section LE

=

= h.

p

*s y

= tVt

==33,

The Vers’d Sine VN ---

? 1^
4835164835165

ment is found , 293991484227434734

P

divided by its Diameter VS = d

the Tabular Vers’d Sine, by which the Seg¬

— / : This drawn into ddn is 221,8952572678-

*1516478 = ddns: And this into -f AX - -- —A/- -- =

25,074 is

eclual t0

7564,14685113339182 the Conical Pyramid AVPQA.
The Transverse Diameter of the Ellipsis LM — ~ - i by which the Vers’d Sine LN
= ~~~ being divided will be

=5 ^

— ,3850315599639314698 the Tabular Vers’d

Sine, whereby the Segment is found , 354917959977498379
LM ? x

gives —the

— *. This multiply ’d by

Segment of a Circle , whose Diameter is LM

and Vers’d Sine LN : Then as the Transverse Diameter of th q Ellipsis~
to ’• :
gate -jVbdw so is the Segment of the Circle

to the Segment of the Ellipsis

Lqp — l>_
1 ?~^bjl 286,249507100152954
—
, which multiply’d by
Perpendicular ( AT

Tg - Tg 64,2692489062684163
=

the Conju¬

) produces

one

third of the
equal

to 6132,3^694037212617 the Elliptical Pyramid ALQPA ; from which deduct the CoriiK
.
cI
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cal Pyramid AVPQA — 55(54,14685:113339182 : The Residue 568,20208923873435
the Section or part of the less UnguU VPQLV
or - -Y, — — d is * -4 ^ —: : From
bb

Z

» — 3a

bb

is

equal to

---- 311,376815130526692

subtract dels

= 282,525816342564780 ; the Remainder 28,8509987 ^7961912 multiply ’d by jf ~ sd
= 19.6942952795040149 is 568,20008923873434 — the Section or part of the Ungula VPQLV , as before.
•
The whole Unguh.BSV —

xbV bd is
—

7268,419344588948579 , which

may be had near enough for common Use by the Approximation
or j-pdn x d + %b - This

more true Figures: But the Failure
about.—i-^ th Part.

+

and the former will always yield four , sometimes
in this Case

is

in Excess in the

former, in Defect

For the further Illustration of the Usefulness of the Eight small Tables relating to
Differences, I have here subjoyn’d a Method of composing or proportioning Logarithms
to any Natural Number given, or deducing by them the Natural Number from any Lo¬
garithm given, to any Number of Figures not exceeding sixty one. In order hereto are
annex’d some Tables of Logarithms according to Brlggs’s Form (which are the most
common and useful) viz . 1/ , Of all Numbers to 100. 2dly, Of all Prime Numbers to
1 ico . All which have been confirm’d by a double Operation to be true to an Unite in
the sixty first Figure . 3dly, Twenty Logarithms of the Numbers from 999990 to 1000010,
and their Differences to the Tenth . These are extended to sixty three Figures to secure
the Truth of the sixty first, and the Regularity of the Differences ; which otherwise, by
the Deficiency or Redundancy of half an Unite or less in the last Figure , might be vi¬
tiated in three or more of the preceding, in the more remote Differences : All of them af¬
ter the first would be most conveniently extended at Length 6upon a Schedule to be folded)
the better to shew their Dependance on each other , and terfender the taking out of such
as are requir ’d the more easy and clear, and less liable to mistake, which , if they were
plac ’d below^ ne another , would scarce be avoidable without much trouble and Caution.
In every of the Differences, except the Tenth , a due Number are cut off by a vacant
Space or Line, to prepare them according to the Rule, so as to render the ultimate Result
just fixty-one Figures, that hereby it may be more easily diseover’d how many are to be
admitted in each Product . And tho ’ all the Figures following are to be reputed Decimals*
yet they are by no means to be neglected , as is apparent in the Tenth , which though deprefs’d by the Cyphers prefix’d three Degrees below Unity , yet when multiply ’d by its
proper Number , is rais’d two places at least above it : Besides, it will be necessary to re¬
tain three or more Decimals or supernumerary Figures in every Operation , otherwise ’tis
scarce conceivable that the last Figures of the Result should prove true, by reason of th6
various Multiplications which are unavoidab 'e. _
When the Logarithm of any Number is requir’d, the Number must be multiply ’d ot
divided by some of the Primes under 1100, or their Products , so as that in the Re- ,
sult ’sive Cvphers with an Unite prefix’d, or five Nines at least shall precede the rest oF
the
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then the Logarithm of that Result is to be deduc’d by a due Proportion
the Figures %
from the last Table of twenty Logarithms, by the help of their Differences and the eight
small Tables ; which being found and apply’d, the Logarithm thereby rais’d must be re*

duc'd by the' Logarithms of the Primes before us’d. Ex . gr. Suppose the Logarithm
of 3,141* 9,26535,89793,23846,26433,83279,50288,41971,69399,37510,58209,749446
(the Number expressing the Proportion the Diameter of a Circle bears to its Circumfe¬
rence) be requii’d : If it be multiply’d by 31831 — 139 x 229, the Product will be
10000003575,64167,08 *73,50440,153 31,69856,30688,00991 ,* 1*08,99338,7453461 *3,
which fails lo near the middle of the Table, that all the significant Figures 35756 Lee.
-a*e the Particular Differences by which the Proportion is to be made. The Correction
of the half second Difference being the first and most arduous Work to be undertaken:
In order thereto, the third Number taken out of the I. Table is ,23739,30548,57108,» which multiply 'd hy the third Difference
'25997,44471,69061,55199,83474J4850
^ 7386, 7*iai will produce 20619,66782,i93666,83591
86858,76609,25663,70809,52573
The fourth Number taken out of Tab. II.
5:
*^
*38333,43 33 3,29684,12134,46893,41783,
, by which 26057616,is found 9',29046,68062,58414,98256,61682,19749,83479,87877
-79907,44279,88648,30625,833492/ '-^ , the fourth mean Difference multiply’d pro¬
duces 24208,74239,22002,62334,28231,44540,58490, 57013“. The fifth Number deduc’d
from Tab. III. is 2,64565,90755,42349,67414,87898,65502,7749 , which multiply’d by
the fifth Difference 104230,41508,11336,00705,6954304, 0737150 is 275,85525,29876,82 .'003,69834,62117, 774-4. The sixth Nifmber from Tab. IV. =; 192,92310,95326,63746,■38472,8819510 drawn into 52115,18148 34711,525938/77 ?* the sixth mean DifF. pro¬
seventh Number taken from Tab. V,
duces 1005,42228,65650,35468,27185,The
DifF. 31269,09325,55543, °4°74
seventh
39,25594,82781,35614,50646 multiply’d by the
eighth Number out of Tab. VI. 4213,20370,.
makes 12,27497,90754,42389,The
-39147,249888 drawn into the eighth mean Difference 21888,3543,35075*5 w iU produce
92,22.009,55571, 386<s°7. The ninth Number from Tab. VII. 666,79019,86717 , multiPiy’d ’by the ninth Difference i7 */ otf *V IsS makes 1,16759/ ^-7°-. The tenth Num¬
ber out of Tab. VIII. 94702,10852 drawn into the tenth mean DifF. ,0001575960115
. Here it is to be obferv’d, that in taking these Numbers out of their
produces 14,--46744
the making a due Proportion, if the first two Figures found in the
for
Tables
respective
"Margin of the Table be less than 50 (as here they are 35) and the next two Figures
by which the Tables mutt again be entred to take out the secondary Numbers, be greater
than 50 (as here they are 75) then jn all the Odd Tables, viz. 3 d, 5 and 7th, the Pro¬
ducts of these secondary Odd Numbers into their proper Differences, i. e. 3 d, 5th and 7th
Must be subtracted from the respective half second mean Difference -, but the Even Pro¬
ducts, i. e. 4 th, 6th, Lee. are always to be added : And in the Even Tables, viz. 4 '’', 6tl»
and 8th, all the Products are to be added. But if the first two Figures were greater than
50, or the second two less, it would be directly contrary, viz. in the Odd Tables all mult
be added, and in the Even Tables the Products of the Odd Differences subtracted: Hence
the Rule accortltnodated to these Tables is, If the first two Couples of Figures be alike,
added'
i. 0. both greater or both less than 50, the Products of all the Numbers must be
and
,
>
4‘>
the
in
in the ;d, 5^ and 7th Tables, and those of the Odd Numbers subtracted
50.
than
greater
other
the
and
8,h: But the contrary will obtain, if one Couple be less
and
fame
the
remains
it
found,
being
Numbers
Note also, that any one of the Secondary
krves for all the Tables. The several Products above are thus apply’d.
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and'Diff. 10619,66782,; 8zzz,43333,29684,12154,46893,41783,29695.

the third Number

n
1005,42228,65650,35468,27185,36098.
The Product of the sixth
The Product of the seventh
" >r7497,9 ° 754,4-2389,39614The Product of
14,9 : 467.
tenth
the tenth
of the

the3*, 6'\ 7,h and to"' Products 20619,66782,38333,44338,71925,05282,73116111372,978

'
to be added
2
24208,74239,22002,62334,28231,44540,58490,57014.
The Product of the fourth Number and Diff .
The Product of the fifth1
275,85525,29876,82003,69834,62117,77424.
92,22009,55571,38661.
The Product of the eighth
The Product of the ninth
_1,16759,46270.
24208, 745 15,075 27,92211,103 27,36385,92939,19 )69
The Sum of the 4<h, 5th, 8th and 9'h Products
to be Subtracted •
The Difference or Correction to be added 20619,42573,63818,36810,79713,94955,36730,18433,78505.
to the half second mean Diff . = ■ 21,71470,23804,81925,60301 ,i 3320,98328,05572,64206,05492,87097.
The Sum is -j- second Diff . correct 21,71470,44424,24499,24119,50131,78042,00528,00936,23926,65602.

to be multiply ’d by the Arithmetical Compliment ot the particular Difference equal
Add the
106424,35852,91426,49559,84668,3014 ?,69311,99008,48491,00661,2546 ?.
Prod u61 thereof 1,39503,04234,95607,25684,73802,99446,21884,99259 ,01434,15625,
.1
toij ? Diff .43,42942,64756,15564,07439,42643,67770,70416,84136,16671,45121,6120
*0,46555,72826,
The Sum 43, 42944,04259,197 * 9,03046,68328,41573,69863,06021,159
; which multiply ’d by the particular Difference equal to
Is the first Difference corded
. From the
35756,41670,85735,04401,53316,98563,06880,09915,15089,93387,4534613
Product — 1552,88116,92893,56313,56137,40505,84673,04534,84158,31860,50877,'
-76632 (the -Characteristic 5, with fix Cyphers being presix’d, because ’tis the immediate
Diff . of the Logarithms of the Number propos ’d and of 1000000 ) deduct 4,50285,02the Sum
.825,93983,07458,43630,67846,50618,48156,26210,46114,07399,16824,24923
of the Logarithms of 139 and 229, viz. the Logarithm ot 31831 : The test 0,49714,is the
-98726,94133,8543 5,12682,88290,89887,36516,78324,38044,24461,34053,51769
Logarithm of the Number 3,14159 &c, which was requir’d, true in the fixty-first Figure;
as will appear by the following Operation dedue’d from the Series exhibited by Dr . Hal'
ley in Phils . Trans. N ° 216 .

The Number propos ’d 3,14159265

&c. whereof the Lo¬

garithm is requir ’d, being multiply ’d by 27, produces 84,82300,164692,44174,38454 ?,'
five first Figures
:
.3713485,46577,87332,357 ?7>83127,85716,63235,029921 == b The
of these two Num¬
hereof 84823 -- a are the Product ot 271 x 3 1? : 1 Difference
bers b — a — a- = 00000001646924 Lee. divided’ by the Sum of them b ff a equal to
169646001646924417438491371348 ; &c. equal to z , yields the Quotient

equal to

0000000097080,06091,80375,07168,77079,59994,42154,65882,88821,25594,712382*
= halt the first Term ot the Series
194,16012,18360, 75014,3 3754.15919,98834,3093i,765 ^ ,64251,18942,47644 -'
?-* ’

6,09956,4968 j ,60259,743 31,40037,71709,7 ! 376,9972 1'
rfr

34491 , 34993 .16700, .4747o,36JJ4'

2321,893
The Sum of the Series = i94,i6oii,

>836o,75 ° 20,437i ° >656o5,59144,39754,5 >608,5 2661,40111,7327^
XV
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Which being multlply ’d by , 43429,44819,0 ) 251,82765,1 >289,18916, 6o5»8,22943,97005,80366,65661,**445^ ,78316 the Reciprocal of 2,30258,50919,94045,684 &c. the Natural Logarithm of 10, is
thereby
I'educ’d to the common Form 84322669519070452983198213806447
38123 25534002160800088857
^othisadd the? 271=22,4329692908 74405 72952 1180194875 1802690280 2809971147471969596825144
t °garithms ofj313 = 2,4955443375464484848081265
04861 24315157929869398571529931968127996
^rom the Sum = 4,92851 36368 5312116623 635199805624480 125206491695253004062365041997
"“btrXog .of 27^ 0 = 4,431363764158987 31188 5083709765 345917600386592
57208759448959691111
/he Remainder
0,497149872694133 85435 126828829089887 365167832438044244613405349876
Is/he Logarithm of 3,14159 Lee. desir’d, agreeing with the former, only less bji 2 in the sixty
second
figure.
The Natural Number may be obtain’d from the Logarithm given by this Method , with no less Accu¬
racy>though perhaps some what more Trouble . If the v 3<!s of 1,06 be requird to be extracted, divide
the Logar. of 1,06 = ,025305 8652647702 4084673 118 635174961946369 22827 5704632190453041690
h365 :PromtheQuot .,000069 33n3 77116 992899910443461 69177 0396265541 99334 3734®4669946
subtract
, 00006948155 872803751772471 26967 38258667264357996844997689493108;
t^hich is the Logarithm of i,00016
2,8 x ,47 * ,76 compos d by the Addition of their three Logarithms,
Out of the Remainder 9999998495 78983 66177 22663 3164943091 83723 621962024893 757 95176838
take the next less of 20 99999956 57 0530094936 24557 8708246424 16033
63057915886914008641 779
Kests a constant Dividend
2838 73682 7124098105 4456696667 6768999138 28660 24617 8653 5 059

The first Divisor is seven Figures of the first Difference 4x42947 : By which dividing
8736 Sic. the first Quotient is 65364 ^ . By its Arith . Compliment 346 ? 571 multi1% the half second mean Difference 21714746 : The Product 79210563 added to 4342•94699050637 the first Difference makes43429477426120 the second Divisor .- Hereby
second Quotient will be 65364287008823 , wherewith seven or eight Figures of the
*hjrd Number must be taken out of Tab . I. — , 25607145 ; which drawn into the third
Difference 86859026 -f , and the Product 22242117 subtracted out of half the second
Diff . 2171474580993 , the Remainder 2171474358572 multiply by 34635712991177 the
Arith . Compliment of the last Quotient , and add the Product 75210562651199 to the
fitst Difference 43429469905063754421 . By the Sum 43429477426120019541 (the
third Divisor) again divide 28387 &c. and by the third Quotient 65364287008822759897
Attend the third Number to , 25607145014705 ; which drawn into the third Difference
0685902666925 produces 2224211691756 . Take out of Tab . II . fix or seven Figures
ps the fourth Number 9,276641 ^ which drawn into the fourth mean Difference 2605772
1S 241 ^281 : This added to the third Product , and the
Sum 222435864568 taken from
^ ' 714745809930116058 the half second mean Difference, the Remainder 217147■4358569425149 multiply by 34635712991177240103 the Arith , Complement of the
jhttd Quotient ) and the Product 75210562651111303122 added to the first Difference,
•a*te$ the fourth Divisor 43494774261200195324220658 , by which 65364287008822759908512675 the fourth Quotient is obtain ’d, the which consists of Figures nearly
sufficient for the taking all the rest of the Numbers out of their respective Tables : To
avoid that Prolixity and those tedious (if not nauseous) Repetitions which the particula¬
rizing of the six remaining Operations must necessarily require , since for every Difference
there must be a renew’d Operation , (like the preceding) but every one greater , and con¬
sisting of more Figures than the former , by every Odd Number five true Figures being
^dded ro the Quotient , and by each Even six or more ; pretermitting the pirticular .Sreps
which the Quotient is gradually rais’d, I shall (as in the former ) specify the several
Limbers , Differences and Products with their Application , and the tenth or finishing Opeaston at length , with the Proof. The third Number inn re , 25607,14501,47045,99847,'* 2112 ,24125,13628, 47240,21825,74352 rmltiply ’d by the third Diff .
86859,02666,92555,13629,21129,3 85 32,7465 2,3 75 17, -h8°6 gives the third Product — 22242,11691,■75572,02098^69257,56818,08875,83210,4 (54'-^ . The fourth Number 9 .27664,11186,-
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•29383,40382,88308,29844,64637,78937
multiply ’d by the fourth mean Difference
2-6057 .7 2102,97500,8 ?811,3 9369,91 cy 5.9202 *’ e3° 75 j s 24172,81263,62353,24445,.9729 ?,97801,5 -1984,
the fourth Product : The fifth Number 2,85057,95324,-89369,41193, »3307,82676,535
drawn into the fifth Difference 10423,09362,34511,89007,99 .990,837 ^ ° ' + is 2971 1, 87734, :82204,17784,28143, 517,'711
: 583 the fifth Product
The sixth Number 192,53340,46034,68112,99794,71723,09
multiply ’d by the sixth
mean Difference 52115,49417,54981,302312,
^ ^ ^ 7 produces 1003,39735,26200, -.
86733,71072 °°^ -* : The seventh Number 42,25912,12444,78304,094769
drawn into
the seventh Diflerence 31269,31213,99731, ^ °^ ', the Product is 13,21413,65297,-45643, >-°4r; : The eighth Number 4203,55220,98566,04923
multiply ’d by the eighth
mean Difference 218885294, 4*6l07tf produces 92,00957,63089 ^ 8507. she ninth Number
717,60647339685
in the ninth Diff . 175,108323095 produces 1,25658/ " '^ : The tenth
Number 94469,66928 in the tenth mean Difference ,000157597566
yields 14/88 -r- - ,
To half the second mean Diff .

2s,71474,58099,3011 (5,05848,14417,81585,36071,59816,67753,471125.

Add the fifth Product

297,11857,34823,04177,84281,43
^ 17,710583.
1003,39735,*6200,86733,71072,009639.

The sixth Product

1 he ninth Product
•

And from their Sum, viz . from
Subtract the third Product

The tenth Product

1,25658,866199.
14,888190.

21,71474,58099 .30116,06145,37278,57144 .66450,30833,08016,945736'
22242,11691,75572,02098,69257,56818,08875,83210,445428.

The fourth Product
24172,81263,62353,24445,97293,97801,51984,384633.
The seventh Product
13,21413,65295,45643.120453.
The eighth Product
92,00957,63089,978307.
The Sum of those Products to be Subtr.= 12242,35864,56835,64451,93716,75617,72930,43927, 928821.
THc rest is the h 2^ Diff. correct = 21,71474,35856,94251,49309,72826,63427,90832,57902,64089,016915
Lv 3463 571,29911,7 7240,09148,7 3165,5 2491,82291,65 586,9045 5,3 88512 being the Arith . Complement of
the Quytient obtain’d, by the eighth or ninth of the afoieiaid Lllays, multiply that 4 second Diff . correctAdd the Product
75,21056,26511,11303,13332,42986,53516,28378,71641,80829,01331)
to the first Difference 4342,946?9,05063,75442,12917,53575,83966,36942,08411,30859,91358,220895Andby the Sum thereof 4342,94774.26120,01953,14220,66908,26952,90458,36790,02501,72187,234203

divide die conltanr Dividend 28387 8tc. The Quotieiit ^ 536,42870,08822,75990,85126/
-73447,50817,70834,41309,
544-6514878,7837
•
being added to the Marginal Number

999999 , ( found in the little Table of Twenty Logarithms ) by 1,00016 multiply
their Sum, viz . ,99999,965)6,42870,08822,75990,8; 126,7)447,508.17,70854,41^ 9,54461,14878,7827:
The Product

1,00015,96535,87451,94744,17155 *00980,35475,25977,83917,74660,15413,86257,1643

is

y 36s*of 1,06 true to an Unite in the sixty sirlt figure . To confirm the Truth of this Ope¬
ration , subtract the Diff . of the Logarithms of v^ 5i,o6 , and of 1,00016 , viz. 9999998-4957,898 &c. ( before express ’d) out of 1,0000000 &c . which is the next greater Loga*
rithm in the little Table of 20 Logarithms , suiting the Characteristic thereto : The Remain¬
der will be — 15042,10163,38227,733
^6,83505,69081,62763,78037,97510,62420,-48231,6188 the other Dividend . Multiply thesecond
Diff corrects 714743 5856 Scc.
by the ninth Quotient 633642870088 &c . and subtract the Product 14193,68732,03831,'
-21179,76485,37980,76279,94707,38460,06115,5837
from the first Diff . there remain*
434 29*4S571, 13764,33 838,17057,38109,86865,61792,84642,34753,12970,6
503 8 for thS
Divisor ; by which 1504210183 &c. being divided , the Quotient ,00000034635,71299/
-11772, 4°° 9 i,48732,65524,91822,91655,86904,
55 ^88 ,31212,1626 deducted from 100'
-ocoO the Marginal Number , leaves 99999965364287 Sic . the fame as above , the Natural
Number answering to 99999984977898 &c. the Logarithm given . But a more certain and
indisputable Proof will arile from Dr . Hallef s Series in Phils Trans. N ° 216 . The Loga'
rithm of
i,c6 — ,0000693 ? 1137 Lee . taken from the Logarithm of i,ocoi6
s ,0000694815
&c. leaves ,000000150421016338
See. as above ; Put it = n: This

|
,
,
j
j

beingI
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Ming reduc’tl to the Natvral Form by multiplying it by 2,322585 &c. = /, the Natural
logarithm of 10 becomes thereby

,0000003463 ,S7189,S9341,59713,11305 .54835,8221 ;?,32861,41751,01018,013 30,626077.
<S4,i95<)6,J 3717,65645 3.
30,29908,64503,38236,86101,03636,377
' 55oi,5r ? l4 -24St7,r399 ; , ' 6427,39396,16938,86692,677094.
/ 3» 3 4,
»940<5>44779, <50302,49067,81615,5 3538,910983.
*4» + 14391,
49 8>44935,35383,40809,76217,00670,930003.
17,26415,17395 -73003,83889,945538.
/ »

si* =

rn l 119,963

*6

Pn 1 59795,63082,41205,182955.
l sn8 2071,06466,601466.
71,732814.
2,09783,2685 8,828226.
1.00000,00000,00059,98165,14954,32251,69118,43050,51818,1888
1/ + !- ■*# *
,
24) / 4 » 4 599,63308,60199,15012,60377,82567,31397,454624.
720; / *» * 2397,79885,27184,72755,402702.
40320 ) / 8» 8 5136,569112.
*H®of

the

.1,00000,00000,00059,98165,14954
cvenPow

,3

285 1,3 2427,03 249,692 28,59145,195 35,36148,2 54664.

3463,57189,89341,69713,22305,54835,82225,32861,41751,01028,01330,62607769250,25419,04139,54832,19404,5 ^ 566,02823,14448,779516.
6) / J # ’
4,15374,461 28,19506,74801,80838,924417.
I2o ) / 1W*
277-35040 ) / ■’b 1 11,86421,24651,03
I98.
362880 )
sum

of the Odd Powers Subtract 3463,57189,

The Result of the Series

89342,38963,47724,58979,52 431,9 8394,17 »35,65074,21269,3629821

99999965 36,428 70,088 22,7 5990 ,3 5126,73447,50817,70834,41309,54461,14878,891683
This

produces

multiply

*.

’<1 by 1,00016

x,00015,965 35,87452,94744,17155,00980,3 5475,25977, :83917,74660,15413,86257, *723° -

exceeding the termer only an Unite in the sixty hist Figure.
. This latter Operation ( it must be acknowledge ) is tedious enough, by reason of the
large and so of ten renewed Divisions ; but ’tis easy so to manage them as to abbreviate the
Work near one half, by converting so much thereof as the former Quotient extends to
into Multiplication ; and in every Member of the following , retaining only three of the
last Figures of the foregoing ; and about the seventh or eighth Repetition a considerable
Number of the middle Terms of the Division may he compleated and collected altoge¬
ther into one Sum, and so us’d in'the succeeding Operations which will exceedingly short¬
en the Work : The like Method may be us’d in the repeated Multiplications of the half
second correct Difference.
Hence it may easily be collected how many Figures may be obtain’d by any of the
Differences, either in making the Logarithm or in finding the Natural Number . If the
first only be us’d, iz or 14 may be got , 20 by the second, 25 by the third , 31 or 32
by the fourth , 36 by the fifth, 42 by the sixth, 47 by the seventh, 53 by the eighth , 58
by the ninth , and 64 might be had from the tenth , if the Logarithms were extended so
far . Although it may seem too laborious to carry on the Operation to so great a Num¬
ber of Figures, yet this will, in all Probability , be found -the easiest and most expeditious
Method for raising a Logarithm or deducing a Natural Number from one given to twenty
Figures or upwards : Whereas to obtain a Logarithm or Natural Number to the utmost
length of the largest Tables extant , which reach only to fourteen Figures , little less
Labour is requir’d ; yet after the greatest Care the last Figure will ordinarily be vitiated,
that no more than thirteen can be depended on with any Certainty.
The Natural Logarithm ' of 10 is
' 2>3° 25 8,50929,94045,68401,79914,546 84,3 6420,76011,01488 ^62877,29760,3 3327,901.
The Reciprocal of it is
c )43429 ,44819 ^ 3251,82765,11289,18916,60508,22943,9700 .5,80366,65661,14453,783.

